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1. After the Boom: The Challenge of 1994* 

With the New Y ear 1995 the mocxi has h ed ct· · c ang regaf mg Chma's prospects for rapid growth 

and further change towards the market economy. Catchwords like "Lehmann Brothers" 

"Venturetech" • "McDonalds" and "CDs" point to events that reminded many observers an~ 
business people of the still uncertain conditions in China: They have in mind the most important 

ingredient of the market economy, that is to say the rule of law.1 For China, this issue might be 

even more salient than in other cases because, for instance, the Chinese as well as the rest of the 

world know that China's rapid growth in the future will only be possible if exceptionally large

scale foreign direct investment will ease the much-quoted "bottlenecks" of the economy, i.e. 

energy, transport, environment, communication, or education. But this type of FDJ is different 

from producing shoes in China: lt is intimately linked to the state of the legal infrastructure of 

the country. And this legal infrastructure also affects other major determinants of economic 

development like the role of Hong Kong as a major linkage between China and the world. 2 

But between 1994and 1995othermajorissues of the Chinese economy have come to the fore 

again, like intlation and the seeming inability of the Central govemment to cope with the 

challenge in a predictable and appropriate way. 3 Hence, there is now a certain <langer that 

changes in the attitude of the outside world towards China might lead to negative feedback 

loops with China's development, as e.g. could be the case with a possible relative decline of 

FDI which might otherwise contribute to easing the bottlenecks. Therefore the linkage between 

* 

2 
3 

Research reported in this paper has been supported by Volkswagen Foundation within the framework of the 
"European Project on China's Modernization: Contemporary Patterns of Cultural and Economic Change", 
headed by myself and Helmut Martin, University of Bochum. 1 am especially indebted to the helping heads 
and hands of Dr. Song Xueming, Franz Vogg and Thomas Templin. Tha~ks are also du~ to Fan Gang who 
sent me some valuable materials on Chinese views on the state of the Chinese economy m late 1994. 1 have 
learned that there are many Chinese newspapers which 1 have never re~i.zed be~ore •. a fact that mig~t be 
regarded as a sign of a rapidly changing China One pers~nal remark: This 1~ the first time that ~ contnbute 
to the China Review, and I bad the pleasure before to rev1ew all the .former 1s~ues. 1 feel that this yearbook 
now belongs to the important contributions of Hong K'?ng to our v1ew _of C~na. We know of many o~er 
similar contributions (for example, China News Analysis formerly p~bhshe? m the ~lony), b?t at the time 
being we also observe worrying signs that the institutional ~d pohucal ~as1~ for this work rmght be shaky 
after 1997. Therefore, as an "outsider" I would like to use this opportumty m order to express my concem 

with liberal science and writing in Hong Kong. 
Amongst many statements, see South China Mo~ing Post, 9 and 22 December, 1;94, Far Eastern 
Economic Review 12 January 1995, p. 64ff., and China Trade Report, No. 1, 1995, p. 3 ( 'The ~~ne~oo~ 
is over"). lt should be stressed that following some of the bad news, favourable n:eatinent of b1g ticket 
investors like McDonalds by Central government intervention does ~so express a failure of the. rule of l~w. 
Even Li Ka- hi ted the Chinese government to establish reliable procedures for resolvmg confhcts 

s ng reques . kan (Chi T" B . W kl ) 
between Chinese companies and foreign investors, see Zhong shi zhou na 1mes usmess ee y 

11 December 1994, p. 48. 
See Far Eastem Economic Review 26 January 1995, PP· 18ff. . . . . 
So th F Eas Eco · R · 9 Fei.....,„ ... , 1995, pp. 44f., gives some b1tlng remarks on the different 

e ar tem norme ev1ew, u•'""J . · 1- · 
"s " f infl · · bin guments which cause errauc movements m po 1cies. 

capegoats o abon, sw1tc g ar 



China's state and its perception through other eyes is a central factor of her development.4 

Given the many divergent views and problems of measurement, therefore one of the most basic 

challenges for analysis as weil as practical action seems to result in getting a clear view on the 

fundamentals that determine medium- and long-run institutional change and growth. 

Unf ortunately, assessing Chinese economic development in the 1990s is an extremely difficult 

task because most observers will agree that it is no longer meaningful to talk about China's 

economy in tenns of average values. Nevertheless it is still common to analyze "China's" 

inflation, "China's" infrastructural development or "China's" foreign economic relations. 

Notwithstanding, the crucial issue of Chinese economic policy today is regional development, 

divergent or not, but with large absolute differences between the provinces and larger regions, 

depending on the yardstick applied.5 

This catchword covers many special aspects of economic change in China like, for instance, 

divergent agricultural development or regional differences in the distribution of state-owned 

enterprises which, however, sometimes might have nothing to do with regional development 

properly speaking.6 Whereas in the 1980s the Chinese leadership tried to rely on an explicitely 

designed policy of unbalanced regional development in order to foster growth of the Chinese 

economy as a whole, in the 1990s important policy measures are directed at regaining a path of 

balanced regional growth. This change of emphasis was at least partly a reaction on the 

perceived f ailure of the "trickle down" strategy favouring the coastal regions in the 1980s. 

Between 1992 and 1994 Chinese policy-making took two different approaches to a solution in 

sequence which we will have to assess in the following pages. After Deng Xiaoping's tour to 

the south in spring 1992 the whole country was firstly drawn into a quasi-maoist campaign 

towards the market economy which "defreezed" many institutional obstacles against rapid 

change in the inner provinces. This triggered off an economic boom of remarkable speed which 

in the West even gained China the reputation of possibly becoming the world's next "economic 

superpower". However, that approach was followed by considerable problems in maintaining 

4 
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K k b R · N" hi b · h bi"myoo na doraianogaru (Tue delicate triangle between Japan, the o u un yose1 ic - e1-c uu no . 
U "ted s d•Chi ) s ·k · (Tue World) August 1994, pp.46-49, therefore argues that managmg the 

ru tates an na , e1 m • . · f i· aki f · 
tual · be J th US and China should be an obJective o po icy m ng or its own mu perception tween apan, e . , 

sake because it is an important determinant of Chinas future changes. . . 
1 di · · d l t ·n China the basic distinction between differences m the rate of n scuss1ons about divergent eve opmen 1 . b T · K · 
h f · · · d di'"'" f the absolute values is often forgotten, ut see sm ru.-yuen 

c ange o certam mdicators an uerences o . l f · th · al 
· · · · di u cbaju de wentl (Tue prob em o measunng e region 

(Cm Q1yuan), Cesuan Zhongguo sben~l ~ . Sh h t al eds Zhongguo diquJ·ino;i fazhan 
dir" · f China) lll" Lm uc eng e . , ·• ai 

1~ences b~tw~n the p~vmces o . ' · ent of China) (Beijing, Zhongguo tongji chubanshe, 
YanJm (Stud1es m the regional econoDUC develop~ .; n"gbt· If we will speak about "convergent 
1994) · · · · rtant for settmg semanucs · , pp. 166-180. This p01nt is unpo f wthrates" because only divergent growth could 
regional development" this cannot mean "con~ergence 0 gro 

redu~ the absolut~ dis~ce between the ~vmc;sChina's Regional Inequalities, in: Journal of Comparative 
For mstance, Tsm Kai-yuen, Decomposinon ° th th al-urban income gap (which is a nationwide as 
Economics, Vol. 17, 1993, pp. 600-6~7, ai:gues at de~~nant ofregional inequalities. This would mean 
well as an intraregional pbenomenon) is an ~po~~ t tial in essence. 
that there are determinants of spatial inequality wbic are no spa 



overall stability in society andin particular administrative structures. Therefore between 1993 

and 1994 the central govemment tried to "refreeze" institutions and organizations in a new 

mould which was described in outline by the Central Committee decision on the Socialist 
Market Economy in autumn 1993. 7 

1994 may therefore be regarded as a watershed for China's economic development and 

institutional change as a whole, and as we will see, the crucial problem is how toset up an 

institutional f ramework for achieving convergent regional development. After the boom China 

now needs to settle down in a new economic system for the next century. Many important steps 

in legislation have been taken in 1994 which will need a couple of years to be turned into 

reality. Some measures, like the new Coroporate Law, will only become full reality in the next 

century. 8 If all those efforts prove tobe successful, China will continue with her record of 

rapid growth in the long run. lf China fails in terms of institution building the boom may hurst 

as a bubble. 

Hence it is the main contention of this paper that 1994 has been a decisive one for China's 

future in two respects: First, will China get on the track of a balanced regional development in 

terms of a convergence of regional development in the future? Second, will the central 

govemment be able to detennine the institutional as well as the inf rastructural setting of regional 

development, or will China "change her shape" in tenns of a final decline of the role of the 

Centre in China's political, societal and economic dynamics?9 With regard to the latter, any 

normative statement should be carefully avoided. 

Answering those questions of course implies a great deal of crystalball-gazing. However, 1 will 

try to construct a baseline for a reasonable guess. The paper is organized as follows. In the 

second part I will assess the Chinese business cycle in a regional perspective until the end of 

1993. Then I will have a closer Iook at macroeconomic development of China as a whole in 

1994. Finally, we will analyze some of the most important aspects of institutional change in 

1994 in order to answer the two questions raised above. 

2. The Chinese business cycle and long-term growth: A regional approach 

Assessing China's wealth in 1994: a choice from the menu 
First of all we need to "defreeze" our view on China's growth, too. Table one (Appendix) 

gives a su~ey of different estimates of China's GDP per-capita in RMB and US$ following 

7 „ . 'zhu · shichangjingji tizhi ruogan wenti de jueding (Resolution 
Zhonggong zhongyang guanyuJtanli shehw Y1 estions of building the socialist market economy), 
of the Central Committee of the CCP on ~ome qu d'f on) 17.11.1993. Fora survey on the 
Renmin ribao, hai wai ban (People's Daily, Oversea~ne~el~Review 1994. 
developments in 1993, see, of course, the relevant chapters 

~ S~ China News Analysis, October 1, 1994. . d ? _ China's Changing Shape, in: Foreign Affairs, 
This expression is Gerald Segal's, The Muddle King om. 
Vol. 73, No. 3, 1994, pp. 43-58. 
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different methods of computing the exchange rate in partt.cular by u · ct·r·• h ' smg t 1 erent approac es to 
the purchasing power parity concept. We learn that there are tremendous differences between 

different methods not only with regard to the level of GDP but also with regard to the rate of 

change (as, for instance between 1988 and 1989). There is a large variety in the menu of our 

possible perspectives on China which are linked with our choice of the yardstick. Although it is 

clear that one cannot use the official exchange rate in order to assess change and development, 

the step towards using another approach also suff ers from serious methodological problems in 

justifying say, the choice between US$ values of 1935,6 and 1139,7 in 1994. Such Iarge 

diff erences have a strong impact on all other indicators for the Chinese economy, like e.g. 

energy intensity or level of consumption and so on. 

The meaning of the differences between the PPP and the exchange rate is weil known as a 

textbook item, but let me add a puzzle: The large gap between the exchange rate and the PPP is 

conventionally explained as reflecting the difference between the former being a marginal value 

ref erring to tradables exclusively whereas the latter is an average value including tradables and 

non- tradables. If the productivity gap between a countries tradables sector to the world average 

is larger than in the non-tradables sector (as in the case of services) then the PPP and the 

exchange rate will diff er systematically. This is the normal case of a developing country. Hence 

one could argue that with development taking place, the gap between both should diminish. 

However, in the case of China there was a systematically growing gap between the PPP and the 

exchange rate, whereas the text book explanation should be as true for 1985 as for 1994. Two 

explanations come to mind, which both need to suppose that there is a large distance between 

China's tradables sector and the world in terms of productivity. First, the growth of the 

tradables sector increases its weight in determining the exchange rate, and second, the tradables 

sector features a growing distance from the world's productivity. Since the exchange rate is a 

marginal concept, I would Iike to discard the first explanation and prefer the second, which 

means that just the much acclaimed "greater wealth" of China, if assessed in terms of 

productivity, simply mirrors extensive growth at the expense of productivity advances. 10 This 

seems tobe the necessary conclusion from the comparison between changes of the exchange 

rate and the ppp and can only be rejected if the argument conceming PPP as a yardstick of 

Wealth is rejected. 
Within the export sector, this fact is in a straightforward way reflected in the speed by which in 

China the costs of earning one dollar in exports catch up with the changes on the exchange rate. 

This always happened since the early eighties and was the case again in late 1994 when it was 

1 o . , . ts on a general deficit of intensive growth in the so-
This could be related to Paul Krugmans luad argumenThe Myth of Asia's Miracle, in: Foreign Affairs, 
called "East Asian Miracle", see Paul Krugman, . . that Krugman is right. 
November/December 1994, PP· 62-78. At least for China tt seems 
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said that now those costs have reached 8.5 RMB/$. Of course, the other side of the medal is the 

simple fact that Chinese industrial enterprises in many branches cannotcompete with imports, a 

problem which lies at the heart of the GATT issue and the Chinese practice of heavily 

protectionist tariff s. 11 

So far as 1 know, there was still no analytical concem with the additional problem that our 

choice of the computing method might also pay attention to regional diff erences in purchasing 

power parity. If we choose one of the most simple approaches towards the concept we may 

simply recompute provincial figures by taking stock of regionally divergent inflation when 

moving from the base value (see table one, according to Taylor's method computed for the 

provinces) to the present. This is done in Figure one (Appendix) for 1993 (provincial figures 

on GDP in 1994 were not yet available at the time of writing). 

We realize that there are possibly substantial changes in our view of China's economic 

development if such a simple exercise were to build the basis for ongoing evaluation. For 

example, the level of GDP in terms of provincial PPP-US$ does not show the same magnitude 

in differences as compared with the deflated figures using the official data. Moreover, the 

relative position of provinces also undergoes change, that means there are provinces which, in 

terms of PPP-figures, f eature a larger distance from the average of China (like Hunan in the 

negative or Xinjiang in the positive direction) as weil as the other way round (which is very 

important, because this includes Guangdong, Shanghai and the rest of the rich regions on the 

positive side). Hence we could argue that there is no valid justification to take Chinese statistical 

data at face value. There is a big need to reprocess data in order to get a solid foundation for 

assessing state and trend of Chinese economic development. The crucial issue might be to pay 

respect to regional differences. 

A view on China's regional business cycles 
But analyzing China's regional development is a task which is onerous simply because of the 

sheer quantity of figures. Statistical approaches may help to distill the crucial aspects but there 

are many problems with the coherence of data series and with the length of the period amenable 

to analysis.12 Furthermore, one can argue that today precisely the single, maybe even unique 

11 Th . · „ „ shi bao (Asia-Pacific Business Times), 8 December 1994. On the 
e figur~ was quoted m Ya ta1 Jlllg)l Chinese consumers of steel for imported steel since local 

second potnt see, e.g., the preference by southern h · poses snPr.ial tariffs and a consumption tax 
Prod h · ve Tue government ence im r-· • ucers are.muc m~re expens1 · 

994 
F a general overview on the productivity issue related 

see South China Mormng Post, 23 December 1 . al D ~~gulation and Economic Restructuring in China: A 
to the GATT-Problem, s~ Y:Y. Kueh, Industn :00-Pillath, ed., China: A New Growth Center of the 
GATT Perspective, in pnnt, m D. Cassel/C. Herrm 

12 
WorldEconomy?(Baden-Baden,Nomos, 199~. Zh uo diqu de zonghe fazhan zhibiao tixi (A 
Fora survey, see Hsueh .Ti~n-tung (Xu~ T~an:~:~ devc:i;:rnent), Liu Shucheng et al., eds., Zhongguo 
comprehensi ve system of mdicators of Chinas r gi 

http:analysis.l2
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f eatures of change in the provinces or }arger regions deserve much attention so that the 

notorious residuals of any statistical analysis are of greater interest than the common 

determinants of statistical validity. 13 Therefore, subsequently we need to look at the Chinese 

business cycle in terms of full-fledged sets of data and not in terms of regression analysis. 

Those data, however, have been processed a bit in order to arrive as close as possible at the real 

state.1 4 We will only be able to take stock of developments until 1993. This will enable us to 

assess the point of departure in 1994. 

After the Tiananmen incident China experienced a very pronounced swing in her notorious 

stop-and-go business cycle which also caused a simultaneous switch of attitudes towards China 

in the West. The austerity drive of 1989/90 led many observers to believe that China will enter a 

similar path towards economic decline as the other socialist planned economies. After Deng's 

effort towards mobilization, however, strong forces of growth were released which gained 

China the fame of being one of the most successful cases of the transition from plan to 

market. I 5 Both assessments may be wrong because they follow too close with the business 

cycle and not with the stable long-term trends of the economy and because they do not pay 

respect to the considerable diff erences in regional development. 

Unfortunately, we cannot observe the regional business cycle in GDP-figures but for the last 

turn between 1989 and 1993. Therefore one still needs to use MNP-National Income figures, 

too. In table two we use data on GNP and National income in prices of 1990 andin terms of 

per-capita-values. The deflator is specific for each province so that the regional differences of 

the inflation rate (administered or not) are included. The per-capita-values seem to be preferable 

to the aggregate values because we getan immediate insight into the possible welfare effects of 

the business cycle which, of course, feed back into the political economy of institutional change 

in the provinces as weil as of political conflict between the provinces and between the provinces 

and the Centre. 
The obvious and remarkable message of table two (Appendix) may be summarized with the 

following statements: 

di ·· ·· fazh ·· (St di ·1n the reo1onal economic development of China) (Beijing, Zhongguo quJmgi1 an yanJ1U u es c· 

13 ton~i chub~she, 1994), ~· 2;-.56. . e determinants of divergent regional development in terms of 
Formstance,mSongXuemrngs.analysisofth 1 s a very important role, see his Regionale 
New Grow th theory techmcal progre~s P. a~ Dui b Working Papers in East Asian Economic 
w·rts haf · kl · Chi 1978 1993 m pnnt. s urg · f th 1 . c tsentw1c ung m ~. - • .. cal description of development in the true meamng o e 
Studies No., 1995. How~ver, this 1s a m~e statlstl differently in the provinces. 
term but not an explanation of why technical progress runs Pill th ed Wirtschaftliche Entwicklung in 

14 Th · Carsten Herrmann- a • ·• e data are going to be published soon m . . ti hes Handbuch (Baden-Baden, Nomos, 1995). 
China's Provinzen und Regionen, 1978-1992, ein statls sc.th F Cai and Zbou Li Why China's economic 

15 On . . J tin Linvi Fu together w1 ang . ' . 994 e outspoken protagomst 1s us . ~· . • f ther reforming economies, m1meo, January 1 , 
reforms have been successful: lts 1mphcat1ons or 0 

Beijing. 

http:market.IS
http:state.14
http:validity.13
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the last swing of the business cycle was by far the sharpest in the history of reforms 

including probably an absolute average decline of per-capita social product in 1989 for the 
majority of the provinces. 

in the downturn the differences in regional growth increased rapidly, which was a 

phenomenon that did not take place in a similar dimension during the up-and-down of the 

mid-eighties. 

recovery until 1993 led to converging, but still very different growth rates of the provincial 

economies, with a remarkable gain of overall speed in 1993. 16 

the common observation of regionally divergent growth may be linked with the fact that 

during the slump several provinces actually did not realize any progress in terms of per

capi ta social product for a couple of years whereas others could continue wi th growth. 

Suffice to hint at some examples which refer to well-known facts on the institutional 

background of regional development. In one of the core regions of the state-industry, the 

North-East, the downward swing of the business cycle led to an hefty decrease of real per

capita GDP (the NMP-figures are not as pronounced). One may saf ely assume that between the 

late 1980s and 1993 the business cycle moved around a trend of almost no medium-run growth 

in the North-East. The North-East also showed a delayed response to the upward shift of the 

cycle since 1992, which, of course, has tobe explained by the fact that roughly 60% of the 

state enterprises in that region face serious financial problems which in 1993 could only be 

relieved by expanding triangular debts amounting just in those three northeastern provinces 

over 100 Billion RMB.17 This performance is shared by other provinces which feature a 

similarly large share of state industry in economic activity, including, however, extremes in 

terms of the Jevel of income like Shanghai and Guizhou. Other regions moved on another track, 

in particular, of course, the notorious coastal provinces like Guangdong, Shandong and 

Jiangsu. In most of these cases the absolute decline of the level of welfare was not large in 

1989, and the expansion of economic activity between 1992 and 1993 led to a virtual leap 

forward in tenns of per-capita-GDP. 
The point has been made by many analysts that regional differences in growth are caused by 

regional differences in the distribution of state enterprises as well as the degree of economic 

dualism between industry and agriculture. 18 The experience of the last business cycle could 

support a radical version of this view: The business cycle masks the deep cleavage between 

Prov· h h d d 1 ent takes place and provinces where this is not the case at mces w ere c ange an eve opm 

16 Until the third quarter of 1994, this fact bas remained valid, see China ~tuell, No. 10, 1994h . , p. th1047. edi 
1 7 S . . ka h yinxiang (Impress1ons from researc mto e m um 

ee Cong Ming, Dongbei dazhongxmg qiye oc a 
0 

ai e (China reform), No. 4, 1994, pp. 25-27. 

18 
and large scale enterprises in the Northeast), Zhonggu g ~ . Maruyama Nobuo ed Chanaiiang 
F . bl · the Yangzi region see • ·• t:i1 

or ~ penetrating analysts of those ~. ems tllnl (Eco omic development at the Yangzi river, Economic 
ryuwki no keizai hatten, Ajia no kemn ken n 
regions of Asia ill), (f okyo: IDE, 1993). 
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all. The pronounced regional differences in the business cycle would be be explained by 

diff erences of long-tenn dynamics of growth. Hence it would be meaningless to assess China's 

Iong-tenn perspectives or even the past record of reforms in terms of averages. 

The regional business cycle as indicator of divergent structural change 

Such a view may be supported by other observations. For instance, business cycles in market 

economies nonnally feature pro-cyclical changes of indicators Iike Iabour productivity and 

investment. 19 In table three (Appendix) real growth rates of productivity (income per employee, 

MNP) for the provincial economies and for the industrial sector (income generated per 

employee) are given as far as figures are available and can be processed according to the State 

Statistical yearbook. We leam that there are indeed procyclical changes of productivity but that 

again there is a regional difference in degree. This is particularly true for industry. Whereas 

provinces like Guangdong and Jiangsu resumed an expansionary path very quickly after the 

downtum of 1989, the Northeast as weil as Shanghai have responded slowly. Shanghai even 

does not show any clear relationship between the business cycle and productivity change in 

industry until 1991. There maybe a relationship in terms of national income, however, hovering 

around a longer-term negative trend which in more recent reports is mirrored in the rapid 

growth of losses not only of the state enterprises but also the TVEs.20 

A similiar Jack of strong procyclical response can be observed in cases like Guizhou or the 

Western provinces. However, it should be noted that this impression might change if GDP

productivity is scrutinized, which also gives the advantage to include 1993 in the analysis. For 

instance, Shanghai fares much better in such a perspective with a continuous growth of 

productivity on the highest level of all the provinces of China. Probably the rapid growth of the 

services and real estate sector between 1992 and 1994 contributed to this phenomenon, 

however with a strong ingredient of a "bubble economy". At least in 1993 productivity changes 

moved into different directions in the provinces with some provinces achieving strenger growth 

19 . „ Kr bardt Konjunkturtheorie heute: Ein Überblick, in: 
For a usef ul survey of those indicators see Jurgen omp 

9
• 

1989 
l ?6f 

Zeitschrift für Wirtschafts- und Sozialwissenschaften, Vol. 10 '. . 'PP· · tral II local 
20 . . · 0 far the mnettes saw a strong cen as we as 

This seems tobe a remarkable observatton, smce s . . tmentJ"ust since 1992 when the productivity 
u f d · · Sh ghai's economy boosttng mves s pport or mo ermzmg an • b · ed see Zhou Xiaomen 1994 nian shang ban 

figurejumped upwards. However, the result~.seem .to ~x 'ce and problems of Shanghai's industry in 
· Shan h · · ·anzhuangJt wentl (Peuorman . man g at gongye yunxmg XI .. .. .. (Chinese Industrial Econ01nics Studies), No. 10, 

the first half of 1994), Zhongguo ~ongye Jlllg)t.~anJ~~ bare of Shanghai's state enterprises (in particular 
1994, pp .. 62-64. The main problem t~ that a consi,. e~ u~ sou duzi qiye11) cannot digest the changes in the 
those which today are called "state smgle owned • / t Y t expenditures which before 1994 where not 
financial system e.g. Ieading to a rapid incr~~ 0 m .erdesustry has not been stopped and seems to lead to 
h . H th d lin of Shanghai s state m . d II • II • urttng. ence e long-term ec e d ti market. So far collecttve an san zt enterprtses 
an increasing Ioss of competitiveness even on t?e ~m: c A useful survey of Shanghai's problems up to 
could change the picture, but this is still a fragtl~t~ 0~: Tingzhi yu zai qifei (The Shanghai economy, 
the end of 1993 is Gao Ruxi/Yu Yihong, Sh~. :{1ffi~~ Century), No. 24, 1994, pp. 148-157. 
1953-1993: stagnation and new take-off), Ershiyt 8 J 
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(e.g. Shandong, Zhejiang or Shaanxi) and others lower growth, sometimes also on a 

significantly lower level (e.g. Yunnan, Heilongjiang or Hubei). So the meaning of the 

diff erence between GDP and National Income-figures is difficult to evaluate. 

If we look at table four (Appendix) in order to assess the other important procyclical f eature of 

ordinary business cycles, namely investment (without including FDI), then we may reach a 

similar conclusion. This is important because through divergent investment activity in the 

regions during the business cycle the long-run trend of growth is determined. lf during the 

upward phase of the cycle investment activity increases to a different degree in the provinces, 

then starting conditions for the next cycle will move in different directions. Looking at the 

relationship between investment and GDP during the last cycle, this seems to be the case, 

indeed, because there are significant differences between the provinces in terms of the level of 

investment activity as weil as the response to the expansion of 1992 and 1993. One needs to 

distinguish between level und response neatly because e.g. Tianjin or Qinghai show a 

comparatively high level with only a weak response until 1993 whereas Guangdong features a 

similar level but a more pronounced procyclical change of investment activity. lt is remarkable 

that only in 1993 the overall response was strong in those provinces which have a large share 

of state-owned enterprises. But there are also provinces like Shandong which show no clear 

reaction on the 1992-93 boom. 

In order to assess the possible consequences of such a pattem for the starting conditions of the 

next cycle it might be f ruitful to have a look at related per-capita figures. Since we cannot 

deflate the figures by means of regionally specific deflator for investment we have to use 

nominal figures for gross fixed-capital formation. Here we leam that the slump of 1989/90 even 

led to an absolute decrease of capital formation in all provinces which of course means an even 

stronger shrinkage in real terms (although high inflation in 1988 would cause a relative decrease 

of the reference Ievel). The time lag until the resumption of the pre-slump level is different for 

the provinces. For instance, many of the Yangzi-provinces including Shanghai only surpassed 

the Ievel of 1988 in 1992 which still means an absolute decrease in real terms. But since 1992 

for all the provinces there was a clear response to the expansion albeit on a very different level. 

S1'nce th 1 1 · d · and nomi'nal terms we might therefore assume that at least e eve 1s measure m gross 
in som · h b tanti'al net additions to the real capital stock during the last e provmces t ere were no su s 
cycl A ·11 be that those provinces will not be able to raise growth 

e. necessary consequence w1 
rates to a degree needed for achleving convergent regional development. 
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Convergent growth but divergent potential for growth: A revisionist view on 
regional disparities in China 

But in China the nature of the investment process cannot be evaluated if the underlying structure 

of property rights is not scrutinized. lt is a well-established fact that the recent cycle was 

primarily driven by the rapid expansion of investment demand.and not by consumption. Table 

five (Appendix) gives an impression on two aspects of the property rights structure of 

investment in China's provinces. First, the share of state-owned enterprises in domestic fixed

capital investment is given, and second, the inflow of FDI is related to the overall amount of 

domestic investment. The evidence is clear-cut. 21 In almost all the provinces the upward part 

of the cycle shows a growing share of state-owned enterprises in domestic investment, for 

some provinces even Jeading to an all-time high value (e.g. Shanxi, Liaoning or Guizhou) and 

for China as whole in 1993, too. This fits weil to the observation that state banks still channel 

credit to state enterprises by priority, and hence allows to describe the last cycle as a boom 

without structural change in terms of institutions. This becomes obvious through comparison 

with the cycle of the mid-eighties when in many provinces the share of state-enterprises in 

investment decreased. Given the notorious troubles with economic efficiency and profitability 

in the state sector the recent intensification of state investment seems tobe a serious problem for 

future growth. 

Of course, the picture needs tobe completed by paying attention to the relative share of FDI 

which in provinces Jike Guangdong sheds a completely different light on the relatively high 

share of state investment in domestic investment. This issue has become very important since 

the inflow of foreign capital increased tremendously in 1992. As is shown in table six 

(Appendix), the main problem in assessing the impact of FDI is the exchange rate. One could 

reasonabl y argue that for 1993 the better choice might be the exchange rate of the new regime of 

January 1, 1994 because during 1993 this rate prevailed at the swap markets and because it was 

the rate which was more decisive for Jinking China with the world economy already in 1993. 

But using the rate of January 1994 Jeads to astonishing changes in the structure of capital 

fonnation: Then Shanghai now features a share of FDI above 50%, and Fujian even received 

more FDI as the province has invested by itself. . . 
Howev ·r 1 ·r "non state" investment the sum of FDI, collect1ve and pnvate er, even 1 we c ass1 y as - . . . 
· · · t tural change in cap1tal format1on dunng Investment, the number of provmces undergomg s ruc 

21 . . China's Transition to the Market: A Paradox of 
1 have made the following po1~t al~eady m. my p~pe~-Jür en Wagener, ed., Tue Political Economy of 
Transformation and Its Institutio~ahst Solunon, ~~9~41 Ho~ever, most observers until 1994 clinged to 
Transformation (Heidelberg, Phys1ca, 1994), PP· . dustries in Gross Material Production mirrors a 
the view that the overall decline of the shm:e of s~~:of the boom it was realized that this indicator is 
shrinkage of the state sector as such. Only 1~ the . 7 July 1994, p. 60. 
seriously misleading, see Far F.astern Economic Review, 
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the last cycle still remains a minority.22 This could change if FDI continues to flow into China 

with a similar intensity like between 1992 and 1994, given the mentioned effects of the 

exchange rate for computing relative magnitudes. But endogenous change of the structure of 

capital formation is slow and weak. 

Figures on the property-rights structure of investment can serve as an indicator of structural 

change in terms of institutions. Figures on employment may serve as a Iithmus test for real 

structural change. Table seven (Appendix) gives the share of agricultural employment in overall 

employment. Im most of the provinces the slump was accompanied by an immediate rise of 

agricultural employment, given widespread closures of TVE's and return of migrant labours 

from the cities to the countryside. Since 1992 the boom speeded up structural change again. 

However, if we compare the figures from the mid-eighties with the figures of the nineties then 

we realize that the speed of structural change is different in the provinces, and that the boom 

between 1992 and 1993 exerted strong impact on change in the short-run. For instance, in the 

industrialized regions of the Northeast there is a low share of agricultural employment but also 

almost a standstill of further structural change (Jilin even shows a larger share even in 1993 as 

compared to 1985). A similar observation can be made for poor provinces like Shaanxi, 

Guizhou, Yunnan or even Hubei and Hunan which, however, show an acceleration of change 

during the boom which might be linked with migration. This picture is at the opposite of rapid 

structural change in Guangdong, Jiangsu or Zhejiang. Therefore we may conclude that the 

recent business cycle did only lead to slow structural change in the majority of China's 

provinces but with large differences in performance (compare e.g. Guizhou and Sichuan). 

Pulling the threads of our short exercise in bird's eye statistical analysis together, its seems to 

be completely erroneous to assess China's business cycle for China as a whole. Economic 

dynamics is very different in the provinces. One should stress that this observation is of utmost 

importance for future development and does not refer to the past primarily. Many observers 

now agree that in the past decade there may have been changes in relative positions of the 

provinces but no rapid increase of regional inequality of economic development. 
23 

As a matter 

of fact, we have already mentioned that this picture might be even more pronounced within a 

regional perspective on PPP-figures. But even if one only looks at the National income data, a 

simple regression exercise shows that between 1980 and 1992 the growth rate was the higher 

the poorer the provinces which means that convergent and not divergent development took 

l · hi betw wealth and growth in the average of 
Pace (see figure two for the general relations P een 

22 . 1 timistic see Wanda Tseng et al„ Economic 
Hence 1 feel that the assessment by the IMF i.s nala bipt over J 0 } 14 (W~hington DC, IMF, 1994), pp. 36ff. 

23 
Refonn in China - A New Phase, IMF Occas10 aper 0

· 

E.g. Maruyama Nobuo, note 18, pp. 40ff. 

http:minority.22
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1978-92 ). The much-quoted view on growing regional disparities between the provinces is 

wrong if looking at the past and if looking on simple statistical indicators like National Income. 

But our reflections on more complex indicators of growth and business cycles in China seems 

to lead to the conclusion that although this may be even true for today the picture will change in 

the future because the recent cycle made the structural diff erences of the provinces obvious, in 

particular in terms of the starting conditions for further development. This is the most important 

reason for the sense of crisis within the Chinese leadership which accompanied the last cycle 

through all its stages and which may not fit to the Western view of China as an "economic giant 

of the 21st century". 

lf one were to generalize a bit audaciously, China at the end of 1993 had different macroregions 

with separate business cycles and their characteristic institutional and real structures, like e.g. 

the industrialized Northeast with a high share of state-owned enterprises or the Upper Y angzi 

region with a dualistic economy as a legacy of the "san xian"-policy, or, of course the 

southeastem coastal region in the narrow sense with a great importance of integration into the 

world economy and the within the so-called "Greater China" economy in particular. This 

structural divergence of the regions was not as pronounced in the eighties and hence presented 

no fundamental challenge at policy making. But the question is whether convergence of growth 

rates actually was the result of the trickle-down approach favouring the coastal regions by 

economic policy. 

One could put forward a revisionist position: lt is weil known, that those structural diff erences 

together with central economic policies triggered off regionalization in terms of policy making 

and even regional protectionism already at the beginning of the eighties and even more 

pronounced in the Iate eighties and early nineties. This has been evaluated in the negative by 

most observers, allegedly Ieading to frictions and possibly a subobtimal regional division of 

labour. But this assessment depends on the theoretical position. For instance, models of 

regional structural change show that barriers to integration might lead to a reduction of regional 

disparities, given a certain national rate of growth.24 That is to say, it is by no means 

theoretically evident that there is a trade off between more regional equality of growth rates and 

higher growth national growth because this might lead to a dispersal of factors to the allegedly 

less producti ve regions. This is only true within very simple neoclassical models of regional 

growth but may change completely if, for instance, cumulative processes in capital formation 

are taken into consideration. Hence the real question is whether convergence of growth rates 

took pi · · f · poli·c1·es of the eighties and cannot be attributed to that policy. ace m sp1te o econom1c ' 
The · d ·d betw possible scenario's but in the case of China there are reasons re 1s no way to ec1 e een . . . 
to h r· · 1 ·onalization and even protect1omsm contnbuted to a assume t at IrSt, prec1se y reg1 

24 On . Geo hy and Trade (Cambridge/London, MIT, 1991), pp. 69-100. 
the followmg, see Paul Krugman. grap 

http:growth.24
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convergence of growth (with possible, but not necessary losses for overall growth) and 

second, that possibly growing integration and less regionalization might in the future mean 

growing disparity, given the clear evidence on structural divergence today. Regional disparities 

are the challenge of the future and not of the past because China experienced convergent growth 

but divergent potential for growth. 

Hence, meeting the challenge of structural divergence is the crucial task for economic policies 

of the years to come. As we shall see immediately, structural frictions and contradictions lie at 

the root of short-tenn macroeconomic development in 1994. 

3. Inflation and regional structural divergence: 11 Overheating 11 re-revisited 

Applying the naive quantity theory of money 

The paramount issue of short-run economic development in 1994 was and still is inflation. 

Even very simply rules of thumb could have forecasted this at least since 1992 but even before. 

As a matter of fact, growth rates of the broad money supply did decrease in 1989 only to 

increase quickly just in the next year when the rate of growth surpassed the rate of 1988 by 

far.25 In 1993 the even more rapid expansion of 1992 could be reduced considerably, but until 

9194 the rate of increase reached an all-time high level of about 37 per cent, only to be reduced 

towards the end of the year reaching 34.4 per cent rate of growth. 

As is weil established by elementary quantity theory of money, in the long run the level of 

prices is detennined by the growth rate of the money supply relative to real output. Since in 

China there are still many institutional obstacles against a rapid adjustment of absolute prices to 

an increase of the money supply we may saf ely assume that there is a comparatively long lag 

between the growth of the money supply and changes of the prive level (say, between three and 

four years).26 Hence, inflation of 1994 is the early fruit of expansion in 1992 and since then the 

monetary mantle was tailored very wide so that there is still much leeway for further inflation in 

the future. This simple causal relation is very often obscured in the Chinese policy discussion 

on "overheating" because mostly emphasis is laid on the credit expansion as being the direct 

25 The figures 00 the money supply will now be published by the People's Bank quarterly. For the past, the 
figures have been ·ven in the newly published "China Financial Outlook" of the People's Bank of China, 
quoted in China aftuell, No. 10, 1994, pp. 1047f. For the year-end value see Far Eastern Economic Review, 
9 February 1995, p. 58, 63 and South China Morning Post, 28 January ~995. . . 

26 In Germ th C tral Bank estimates that the effect of any overexpans1on of the money supply 1s real1zed 
up to 5~'art:r :ee years and completely only after six years. See Monatsbe~chte ~er Deut.sehen 
Bundesbank, Januar l992, zum Zusammenhang zwischen Geldmengen- und Pre1se~t~1cklung m der 

Bu d bl
.k D hl d s 20 29 In Wanda Tseng et al. pp. 54ff„ see note 22, 1t 1s attempted to n esrepu 1 eutsc an , . - . ' . ar~ . th 

appl th · G al"ty pproach between different macroeconomic aggregates 1ecting e 
.nfl ~ e agnThostic ulranger ca~sed1 da eedtobem· terpretedcarefully. Themain problem seems tobe iliat 
1 auon rate. e res ts are mix an n l be ili 
the institutional characteristics of China's credit sector Iead to clos.e paralle dlll:ovemb ilientdis. t~een Se mf. oalnely 

l 
· · od · that causality may be mterprete 10 o rectlons. o 10 y 

~upp y and e.g. mdustnal pr uction so 
Inflation is best explained by inflation. 

http:years).26
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lever of monetary control. However, changes in the financial sector of China's economy have 

loosened the relationship between credit in the narrow sense (at least as defined by the 

published monetary statistics) and the money supply so that both can and do change to a 

different degree. One reason is the growing importance of banks outside the state sector and 

interbank-lending which presumably both are now included in the "Others" category of the 

balance sheet of China's financial sector in the Statistical Y earbook.27 

Of course, this assessment depends on the estimates of the growth of real output as weil as on 

the interpretation of changes in the velocity of money. Regarding the latter it seems tobe very 

difficult to distinguish between the different motives of holding money on bank accounts and 

hence between financial deepening as measured by the relation between the quantity of money 

and GDP and a medium-run disequilibrium value of the velocity of money. Because of the still 

underdeveloped structure of the Chinese financial system a certain share of deposits has tobe 

regarded as stock of wealth and not as money finally devoted for transactions. If the financial 

system deepens further we can expect that the portfolio of the deposit holders will be reshuffled 

so that wealth is going tobe held in bonds and stocks. This is actually what the very strong 

demand for stocks and bonds in the Chinese economy demonstrates which even leads to the 

emergence of illegal stock and bond trading in many places of China, including the rural areas .. 

However, such a change of portfolio structure does not change the quantity of money already 

put into circulation. 

So the analysis faces the problem that changes in the velocity of money cannot be fully 

determined relative to a supposedly long-term stable velocity or even a stable demand for 

money. Evaluation always depends on the assessment of the maturity of the financial system, 

relative to the level of economic development and to the demand for financial services. A 

reasonable guess will be that China's economy is still in need of further financial deepening so 

that the growth of broad money partly should be interpreted as substitute for building wealth. 

One observation which supports such a view is the fact that only in 1992 Ml grew faster than 

M2. In 1994, too, M2 so far has increased at a higher speed than Ml (34.4 per cent as 

compared to 26.8 per cent). But we cannot give a full account of the diff erence in terms of the 

distinction between "money" and "wealth". 
This problem is also related to the assessment of the development of private savings. In 1994, 

the trend of the former years continued with rapidly rising private savings ( 43 per cent growth, 

with a stock of now about two trillion RMB) which, of course, have been financed by the rapid 

expan · f h l · '"ormer years 28 The main analytical problem is not only how s1on o t e money supp y m •' · 

27 s .. . .. 544 In Shenzhen and Guangdong, the State Special Banks now only 
ee Zhongguo tongi1 manJian 1994, P·. · e Xie Pin Lun guojia zhuanye yinhang de gaige (On 

account for less than 50% of the financial ~ket, ~e ~· Research) No 2 1994 p 25 The PBOC 
th · anks) . · J" 1 yanJlU (EconODllC • · • • · 

e Reform of State Special B • m. lllg) th t te banking system to the different "non-bank 
announced to control this outflow of funds f~om . e s a 1995. 
financial institutions", see Imgji ribao (Econollllc Daily), 27 January 

28 South China Morning Post, 5 January 1995. 

http:earbook.27
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to explain this performance given negative real interest rates despite govemmental efforts to 

quasi-indexing of interest rates for private deposits. Of course, unless there are no attractive 

alternatives, and given a certain compensation of inflationary losses, the best choice between 

private hoarding of money and saving simply is the latter. This seems tobe particularly true for 

the rural population who in 1994 demonstrated a strong inclination to expand their savings 

deposits.29 In particular the urban population is anxious about the things to come, if only the 

spectre of rising unemployment is mentioned. 

The real problem is how to account for the artificial features of this situation where the state 

banks actually run a loss-making business with lower interest rates for credits than deposits, 

and with the PBOC subsidizing interest on deposits again since March 1994. In February 1995, 

this subsidy will add 10.38 per centage points to the regular interest rate. This subsidy, of 

course, dwarf s the meagre rise of 0.24 percentage points in interest on deposits which was 

implemented by the PBOC on January 1, 1995.30 Any argument conceming a reassessment of 

private savings in terms of the money-wealth-dichotomy depends on an assessment of the 

stability of the financial sector. But in this regard we may argue that without the background of 

strong govemment intervention and administrative regulation the Chinese banking system 

simply would crash since private savings actually back a large share of credits without value.3 1 

A similar analytical mess happens when one tries to distinguish between nominal growth and 

the long-term trend of real output.32 For assessing the inflationary impact of the growth of the 

money supply short-run real effects on growth (as in the last two years) should be filtered out 

from the analysis. However, the many changes in the economic system as well as the still short 

time series make i t a risky estimate to construct a time series for the growth of potential output. 

29 On rural deposits see China Daily 10 and 11 January 1995. Tue~~ is now the country'~ largest savings 
bank, with '637.7 billion RMB private savings deposits. ~~wever, lt lS weil known that Chines_e cons~ers 
do search for alternatives like gold, with 200% incr~es mmternal trade ~olume, see Sou~ China. Mormng 
Post, 9 January 1995. The steep rise in personal fore1gn currency depos1ts may also be hnked w1th such a 
behavior, see China Daily, 11January1995. 

30 China Daily, 6 January l995 and South China Moroing Post, 23 January 1995. However, at th_e ~nd of the 

Y bl k k · t t · Guangdong were reported to reach 30 per cent (however, this mcludes a 
~· ac mar et mteres ra es 10 . . 1994 higher risk premium) see South China Morrung Post, 27 December · 

31 A di Chi ' Xi wen bao (News Daily) 27 November 1994, currently the ample supply ccor ng to a nese source, n ' . · · be d "t 
of deposits relieved the state banks from the problem of facmg a somettmes neg~ttve gap twee~ epos1 s 

d edi 
· f ( hi h bad to be fmanced by the PBOC). However, lt was also menttoned that 

an er ts m ormer years w c ' · · o h uld al ti 
the increase in deposits means growing problems with current ~usmess earmng~. n s od so men Ion 
th th fi ced the state banking system lf the res~rve ratio goes .own to su:<:mg y: 

at e PBOC so f ar always re man . . . . De b See Dai Xianglong Huob1 zhengce Jlanchi 
as in autumn 1993 only to issue credit ceihngs m cem er. .. · ' · 3 1994 
hi · ·· ' r ti ks to stability) Zhongguo J1nrong (China Fmance), No. , , 

s XIog WenJ1an de ~o!letary po lCY s ~vate ents fo; the capital market and its stability' see also Wang 
P· 7. On the grwowmg lmportan~ of ~ agd zh 30 ·uese (Tue people: Important actor on China's 
Guogang, Guomin: Zhongguo ziben shichang e ongy J 

32 capital market), Jin~i yanji~, No. 1~· 1994• P?· ~:;:trlebeundWirtschaftswachstuminChina, 1978-1993, 
However, Zuo Dapet, Kornat-Koeffizient, effizt~ S di l995 No 16 tried to estimate China's "natural 
Dui b · · F.as A ·an Economic tu es, • · • s urg W orking Papers m t Sl 

1 
al neoclassical lines. His result is a natural growth rate of 

growth rate" according to a simple mode ong ~e~ tential output. 
about 9% which would represent long run grow 0 po 

http:output.32
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But again I will propose a reasonable guess based on our figures on regional development. The 

recent boom was linked to a strong expansion of fixed investment by state enterprises. The 

possible effects on potential output depend on the growth of the capital stock as well as on 

productivity. Regarding the latter, there is now a highly diversified literature with diverging and 

even contradictory views.33 I would simply choose the opinion which seems to fit 

commonsense observation, that is to say that there was and still is no pronounced growth of 

Total Factor Productivity in state enterprises, as compared to TVE's. Our figures on regional 

development fit this hypothesis because the higher the share of state-owned enterprises in a 

province the lesser achievements in labour productivity which would have to based on a better 

and more efficiently utilized capital equipment. 

If this assessment is accepted than we may guess that the recent boom did not lead to an 

increase of potential output that matches the short-term rates of nominal growth, a certain 

decrease in the velocity of money taken for granted. Hence we assume that a considerable share 

of the past and present growth rate of the money supply will feed inflation in the years to come. 

However, if one plays a bit with the figures it is evident that this cannot amount to an inflation 

rate, say, surpassing the level of 30% per year. Given the considerable challenges at structural 

and institutional change, this still seems tobe a basically stable situation, in particular it there is 

no loss of overall control of the money supply. The crucial question of the future wil~ not be 

whether macroeconomically the Chinese economy will run under equilibrium conditions but 

whether there will be institutional stability in the financial sector, avoiding crashs and bursting 

bubbles.34 Doubts have already been raised regarding the interest rate structure of deposits and 

credits. 

Regional development and the pitfalls of aggregate analysis 
From that perspective the importance of regional development comes to the fore again. The 

large differences of the nature of the business cycle in the regions of China make it extremely 

difficult to analyze as well as to design monetary policies. In theory, a given rate of increase in 

the money supply might be without any inflationary impact in a region with a strong growth of 

potential output and a still lagging structural change in the financial sector (hence the use of 

money as stock of wealth), whereas in a region with sluggish growth of potential output and a 

weaker demand for wealth the inflationary impact may be strong. In a fully integrated market 

33 G Rawski Enterprise Reform in Chinese Industry, in: Journal 
Two surveys are Gary H. Jefferson/Thomas · ' 47_70 d Wing Thy Woo (Hu Yongtai) et al., 
of Economic Perspectives Vol. 8, No. 2, 1994:. PP· ' ::as the actual success of enterprise reforms 
~hon~guo qiye gaige jiujing huode le_ duoda ch~gJ) 10 

:
0

: f;;4 PP· 20-32. I follow the second line of 
lll China?), Jingji yanjiu (EconoilllC Researc • o. • • 

34 th~u~ht. . . . Financial Growth and Macroeconomic Stability in Chi~a, 
lbis 1s also the conclus1on m Robert_McKinnonth, T "tional Economies, in: Journal of Comparauve 
1978-1992: Implications for Russ1a and 0 er ranst 
Economics, Vol. 18, 1994, pp. 438-469. 
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economy such regional diff erences in the business cycle would be equilibrated through the 

national capital market such that rising real interest rates in the booming region would attract 

money from the other regions in order to support further growth, at the same time reducing the 

inflationary gap in the region with sluggish long-term growth. Hence we see that one crucial 

assumption underlying conventional applications of the quantity theory of money on a certain 

national economy is the existence of anational capital market with a high degree of integration. 

This condition is not yet fulfilled in the case of China. So far most observers agree that 

integration between the different regions of China is now weaker than at the beginning of the 

eighties, and this does also refer to capital flows.35 But if there is no integrated capital market, 

then there is no direct link between growth of the national money supply and regional inflation. 

Analysis would need to assess the regional changes of the money supply and the other 

determinants of growth as weil. For instance, since there is also a, comparatively speaking, 

weak trade integration between the provinces, development of potential output and hence 

supply on the regional market can be different. If there is a sluggish regional growth of output 

in a certain region or province but at the same time a strong growth of the regional supply of 

credit, than the inflationary impact is stronger there than in other regions. This will be feit 

sharply for the "non-tradables" in the context of China's regional economic structure, that is to 

say not only services but also a considerable share of goods because of the bottlenecks in the 
transportation system.36 

35 See Anjali Kumar, China's Reform, Interna! Tracle and Marketing, Tue Pa~klfi1c Re~iewChi, yo~. 7Pr, N~. 3, 1994d, 
pp. 33 lff See also Carsten Herrmann-Pillath, ed., Wirtschaftliche Entw1c ung m .n~ s ovmzen un 
Regionen~ 1978-1992, ein statistisches Handbuch (Baden-Baden, Nomos.' 1995) where it is '.ll"gued that the 
difr be th od ti. dth useofNationallncome has dechned markedly relative to the level 1erence tween e pr uc on an e . · th · ·ai bal 

f N · al 1 f al t all th provi·nces Since this difference s1mply IDlrrors e provmci ances o ation ncome o mos e · . · f · · · 
of trade, the decline of trade integration of course goes hand in han~ w1th a ?ecreasmg degree o mtegration m 
t f · fl h · l ding domestic as well as mternational flows. Compare the results r~=~ ~p~al J~~g ~~~~~h::g~o guomin shouru de diqu ji~ li_':1do~g (The int~egion~ fl<?w of 

Y e . . a1 eds Zhongguo diqu Jlngi1 fazhan yanJm (Studies m the 
National Income in China), m: Liu Shucheng ~~- ·• Zh ·• t ·· chubanshe 1994) pp 292-302 where 
regional economic development of China) (BeiJmedg, onggu<? nalong)filgures are given ~d n~t the figur' es for 
th · · l b s only aggregat macroregio 1 

e p1cture is not as c ear ecau e . . ht have chan ed because inter-bank-lending served as a 
single provinces. However, since 1993 thep1ctureffilg d d g ·mde and which were driven by !arge 

hi l f . . al ·tal flows of an unprece ente magm ~e c e. or mt~rregion . ~pl e Gen Xiao and Haiyan Gao, Tue Engine of Growth and the 
1nterreg1onal differences m mterest rates, se . gR . 

1994 
(Hong Kong Chinese University Press 

R t f Infl · · th Chi e Economy China ev1ew • . • 
oo o auon m e ne_s · ex ansion in the "qita" (others) category of the state credit 

1994), p. 9.9. We already mentioned th5ebisltrl.ongruvfu excess of the related credits over the related deposits. 
plan that already in 1993 featured a 17 100 . th S th 

Those are the outflows which presumably move_d mto ~ thou local. context are discussed below However, 
3 6 Th . . th Chin se inflaUon rate m e . 

e problems with assessmg e e -tradables which are administered and where at the same 
s~fice to mention here that there ~ ~y 1~ non hange of relative prices) is difficult to estimate, as for 
time the impact of inflation (as ~sti~gws? ro~o~ ublic gardens, see Tang Ren, "Shui neng guan g~ 
ex~ple,regarding the recent pn~_hikes 1~ fe:ao aieMirror), No. 12, 1994, PP·. 39-41. See also China 
BeiJmg shi ?" (Who can govern BeiJmg?), Jm~ clerabl . terregional differences of pnces for many goods see 
Trade Report, No. 10. 1994, p. 3._For t?e 00~0 ~ Newsletter Jan-Feb 1993, pp. 6-15. 
Nakajima Seiichi, Price Reform m China, 
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As is well known, the role of the fiscal system is no longer of importance for redistributing 

capital and money between the provinces.37 The relative fiscal decline of the Central 

government during the last decade was one of the main determinants of the strong 

regionalization of the financial system. That is to say, redistribution of capital between the 

provinces occurred indirectly through the banking system simply by providing credit to regions 

where the (virtual) long-term real rate of interest is much lower than in other regions, thereby 

resulting in ade-facto subsidy for the former which is finally financed by the inflation-tax. We 

cannot assess the magni tude of this subsidy, but an indirector indicator is the strong pressure to 

redirect credit into high-growth regions which seems tobe the main reason of the already 

mentioned rapid growth of the "Others" category in the credit plan. Hence the realization of a 

certain regional allocation of credit is only possible by means of administrative intervention by 

the Central govemment. Concrete mechanisms establishing this link are, for example, direct 

credits of the PBOC devoted to supporting the commercial state banks in their bad business 

with state enterprises.38 lt should be stressed that whether a low virtual real interest rate does 

not depend on the level of GDP in the provinces. Quite the other way round, as has been 

shown, higher relative growth could lead to higher real interest rates just in the poorer 

provinces. Again, the share of state enterprises might be a more important determinant of this 

rate. From that perspective, inflation in China is closely linked to divergent regional 

development. Therefore disinflating the economy is an extremely difficult task unless 

interregional capital flows follow the market and interregional redistribution is organized 

through fiscal transfers. 

Our reflections on the Chinese inflation cannot be concluded without mentioning the most 

remarkable f eature of inflation in 1994, as compared to the former years, and which has been 

commented upon by many Chinese observers. In 1994, tight govemment controls on credit led 

to a decrease of demand in the producers goods market. For instance, it was reported that the 

material distribution organizations above the county level experienced a decline of tumover of 

about 11 % which compares to a rise of the demand for consumer goods of about 30%.39 This 

37 s K ·· . Th G · F" cal Authority of Provincial-Level Governments in China, Tue ee OJ1ma Ree1tsu, e rowmg 1s 
Developing Economies, Vol. XXX, No. 4, 1992. PP· . . ed tha th PBOC has · · ted dditt"onal 

38 S . . her 1994 where it is report t e mJec ana 

7ob~th_Cbina Mormng Post 21_Decemth .al.bank system in order to support their dealings with state 
Ilhon Yuan as a reserve mto e spec1 

39 enterprises. . . D ·1 ) 22 December 1994. Accordingly, prices in the 
See J~ngji cankao bao (Econom1c lnformati~: i: iui the prices for industrial inputs were reported to 
matenal goods sector were reported to change li~ e. SheJzhen Special Zone Daily), 20 December 1994. 
have fallen _8.4 per cent, see Shenzhen. tequ h:e ~ industries complain about the large gap between 
However, this does not fit many observattons ~ . the case of urea and liquefied petroleum gas, see 
market prices for their product and planned pnces. asfe.g. :-e cannot assess the extent by which government 
~outh ~na Moi:nIDg Post, 2~ Jan1;1ary 1995. ~reO:s sector. At least it should be added that ~ similar 
mterventton has mfluenced pnces 1Il the maten 

1 
g . d of 1993 without any impact on the speeding up of 

~ecline of the producer's goods prices also took P _ace ~ chan zillao shichang xingshi fenxi yu zhanwang" 
inflation in 1994, see Hu Shaowei, "1993-1994 ~ s en:et for producers goods), Zhongguo gongye jingji 
(Analysis and prospects of trends on the 1993-1 mar 
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change of the structure of demand even led to a decline of prices for material goods in mid-1994 

so that there was an immediate feed-back on policy analysis.40 In particular, this kind of 

analysis led observers to believe that a one-time shock in agricultural prices was the most 

important single cause of inflation in 1994, and that hence inflation will not persist in the future. 

The problem with such kind of analysis is that it leaves quantity theory of money out of sight 

and tries to argue from the sectoral perspective. In China this is particularly misleading because 

there is no direct link between sectoral changes and macroeconomic variables. For instance, 

govemment intervention might indeed put a cap on further expansion of demand for investment 

goods without affecting other macroeconomic aggregates. We already mentioned that there is 

even no clear-cut relation between growth of credit and inflation.41 Hence, the real question is 

not whether there is "cooling down" in the material goods sector but what is going on 

simultaneously in the other sectors. But then we are back, for instance, with the question how 

to assess the massive piling up of private savings deposits. 1 will come back on this point in 

section 5 and in my outlook. At this stage of our joumey through 19941 only want to stress 

that understanding China's inflation also presupposes to include the active role of perception by 

policy makers and advisors in influencing macroeconomic development.42 Even if the 

mentioned view on inflation in 1994 is right, its main eff ect might be a continuing loss of 

control of monetary aggregates because of the response of policy makers.43 The main fault is 

the short-sightedness not of analysis proper but of the discourse about policies. 

yanjiu (China Industrial Economics Studies), No. 3, 1994, p. 24. For problems wi~ input price hi_kes see 
also Caizheng (Finance), No. 8, 1994, p. 42. Tue argument also se_ems to contrad1ct the observauon ~at 
1994 still featured a strong growth of fixed-asset invesunent of an estlmated 2~.5 per cent, see South China 
Morning Post, 11 January, 1995. For the state-owned units there was even a f1gure of 49.5 per cent growth 
mentioned in Renmin ribao (People's Daily), 5 January 1995. . . . 

40 For instance, the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences argued m October 1994 t!1nflat i~atlonarybeapressurfies 
al d h b 'ded d th t oecononn· c policies should not take the current 1 atlon rate as con or rea y ave su s1 an a macr . 11 zh · · 
tar t. di i· · s 11Zh ngguoJ'inoii zheng zai 11ruan zhe lu hongguan engce quxiang ymg ge mg cre t po icies. ee o e.1 • 11 · 1· · h uld tak 
shedan son · mo kon zhi" (China's economy is on "soft landing , macroecononnc po ic1es s o e 
th g fg gw · lg l te control) Zhongguo shehui kexue yuan yao bao (Urgent News by 

e stance o appropnate y oose aggrega • · Zh · (Chin 
the CASS) No 1509 28 October 1994. Compare also the different statemen~s m ongguo ~ai~e a 
R f N' · ' 6 10 H the data mentioned could not yet nnrror the substantlal mcreases 
. e orm, o. 9, 1?94-tural· PP· - l. o~ever,hi h took place in 1994 which included, for instance a price hike 
m energy and agncul stap es pnces w c 
for crude oil of 60 per cent. · · 

41 The results r rted in Wanda Tseng et al„ PP· 54ff„ see note 22, strongly support this v1ew._ . . . 
42 epo . . Institutioneller Wandel, Macht und Inflat10n m Chma. 

I have analyzed th1s at length m ~~ „k . . Transfonnationsprozesses (Baden-Baden, 
Ordnungstheoretischen Analysen zur Politischen 0 ononne emes 

43 Nomos, 1991), pp. 131-210.. . article b Zuo Dapei, 11Guchui pengzhang yu liyi qudong, 
In 1994 there was a heated discuss1on _about an . .Ji tion and the profit motive, Chinese economists 
Zhongguo jingjixue jie ye yao f~ fubai ''. <P~?pagatl~g 1. b:o (Economics Information Daily), 2 February 
also should fight against corruptlon)._ Jm~i xue xia~xi t the dangers of inflation in order to receive some 
1994._who accused econo~s!8_for talking dis:on~~ei~~guments in order to justify, for instance, further 
matenal advantages by poliucians who coul us_ tough as e.g. in the same Daily on March 10, or 
~xp?D-s~?n fo~ cr~ts on the 1~ level. Tue reac~:~~o. 3, 1994, p. 55f. an~ in Gaige (Reform), No. 4, 
tn Jmgi1 yanJm ziliao (Econonnc Research Maten d -seated problems with mdependence of research and 
1994, pp. 5-8. 1bis discussion shows _that ther~ ~cal e;!'cision-making. Tue whole story is also reported by 
the relationship between policy analys1s and po t1 
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Given all those observations and considerations what remru·ns from th 'd f" h · "? . . ' e 1 ea o over eatmg . 
Simply that this 1s another of the many "averages" which should be ct· d d f 1scar e rom now on, 
and that its is a political concept without any precise analyti·cal me · M · amng. oreover, smce 
China's inflation is closely linked with structural problems and 1·n parti· l d' t · l cu ar 1vergen reg1ona 

development, i t cannot be controlled by macroeconomic policies at all but in the short-run. The 

clear-cut institutional separation between the financial and the fiscal sector within the complex 

context of regional development is a much more decisive means for curing inflation in the long 

run. lndeed, this was one of the core issues of economic reform in 1994. 

4. Economic policies in 1994: The Centre challenging China 

Reasserting the power of the Centre by means of socialist interventionism 

In fact, the two most important innovations in economic policy of 1994 refer to the issue of 

"delinking" problems of regional development from the monetary sector. First, the Centre tried 

to reestablish its role of a pivot for interregional fiscal transfers by means of recentralizing tax 

income, and second, within the banking system "policy banks" were separated from the other 

special state banks. This attempt at centralization is quite remarkable and can also be observed 

in many other areas as e.g. trade or industrial policy. Therefore we may conclude that a bit 

more is at stake than only divergent regional development. 

1994 is the year when the Centre tried toset back the socio-economic system to the conditions 

with a strong control of its working by the top of a unitary central state. Since many observers 

so far diagnosed a China "changing her shape" or being "deconstructed", this observation 

should not be taken tobe a mere "big catchword". 

However, the current strategy of the Central government is at the same time directed at 

regaining central control as weil as at pushing the marketization further on. Hence there is a 

certain affinity between economic policies of 1994 and ideas of "Neo-authoritarianism" which 

were fashionable before 1989. From an even broader perspective, the impressive 1994 record 

of the Chinese govemment in terms of law-making and formal institution building can also be 

seen as an attempt to "rationalizing" the socio-economic process according to the lines of a 

strong national state. lt should be noted that this may be the deeper reason why the new 

approach of the Centre seems to enjoy strong support by Beijing economist's circles, in 

Particular of the middle generation, and indeed the relevant documents show the wording of the 

educated economist (with technical terms like "natural monopoly" emerging in State Council 

documents). There is a widespread discomfort with the "irrationality" of the current state of 

China' 
1 

· · th arket and a strong demand for "conscious design" by the 
s evo uttonary JOUmey to e m , 

th f . . tual S Sh ozhi in "Zhonggong zhongyang jingji huiyi biexi" (An 
e o?ller leading party mtelle~ , u a ' CCP) Cheng Ming, No. 1, 1995, p. 33. 

analys1s of the National Econonnc Conference of the ' 
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state. Hence there is a link between the general intellectual climate regarding, for instance, 

social change and perceived instability on the one hand, the quest for a strong ordering role of 

the national state and the emergence of certain interventionist policy approaches towards the 

market economy which are now labelled "industrial policy". 44 

Such a general view may explain why almost every policy measure of 1994 is ambivalent if not 

simply "marketization" but the ideals of a liberal market economy are applied as a yardstick. 

This is of course not only an academic question but is of utmost importance for instance when 

China's attempts at further institution building are evaluated according to the GATT rules. The 

main intemal contradiction of 1994 economic policies seems tobe the clash between China's 

claims of moving quickly towards a full-fledged realization of the "socialist market economy" 

on the one hand, and the formation of an interventionist policy regime by legal means on the 

other band. This will eventually result in sharp conflicts with the GATT rules, for instance, 

regarding many explicit legal provisions for export promotion and import restrictions. As a 

matter of fact, so f ar most of the new institutions do not only support marketization but at the 

same time increase the interventionist and even arbitrary power of the Centre. Just a few 

examples. 

• 

• 

• 

The new taxation system does not include any systematic approach to fiscal redistribution, 

although there is a first-round assignment of certain taxes to the regional and the central 

level respectively. The centralization of the VA T might boost the Centre's capacity for 

second-round redistribution, but there is no general rule how to realize this, aside from 

referring to simple stipulations regarding the status quo distribution. 

The new rules for industrial policy are of a remarkable "modemity" and show a strong 

influence of related Western economics on policy making in China. But those ideas are 

applied in a neo-mercantilist fashion, namely, the Centre does no longer wish to plan the 

allocation of goods but to determine sectoral and regional change in the economy tightly. 

The main instrument will be controlling local investment plans, and there is a clear revival 

of the role of the State Planning Commission. 

Su h ·1· t h ·s also obvious in the new law for Foreign Trade. The law is c a mercant1 1s approac 1 
not very detailed but contains several flexible phrases which allow the Central govemment 

strong interventions into trade, in particular imports. 

44 M · Brousseau talking about a "traditional reflex" of 
~ similar observat~on has been m~de by aun1~5• . 5. For an example of the rational legitimization 
mt~llec~s. see China News Analysis, 1 J~~ 

0 
u~ 'in 'i feiqi jieduan de tedian ji chanye zhengce 

of t~dustnal policy see Sun Wenbo/Wu Qiang, 'W f g "!ro~omy and the direction of industrial policy), 
quxiang" (fhe special features of th~ take-off s~ ~01:mic Studies) No. 9, 1994, where it is evenargued 
Zhongguo gongye jingji yanjiu (Chinese ~dus~ ali ti n n" In general 'the current concem for the many so
that China now enters the stage of ''h~vy mdustn 13 

1 ° ~ many people to link further marketization cum 
called bottlenecks in Chinese econo~c. development ea Th symbol of this, of course, is the "san xia" 
dev~Iopment with a streng interventtomst cen~ t:1~· con:ol of the economy, see South China Moming 
PTOJect. For recent announcements on a more direc 
Post, 21 January 1995. 
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• Finally, China's new forex-system at the same time straightened the conditions for further 

marketization by means of abolishing the dual exchange rate as well as strengthened 

instruments for central policy intervention through the monopolization of the market by the 
different state banks. 

As compared to the ideas of Neo-authoritarianism, therefore the message of 1994 is mixed 

because following the Central Committee decision of autumn 1993 there is a clear drive towards 

"marketization" but no clear trend to the "market economy". Hence it seems to be that the 

epitheton "socialist" is taken seriously.45 The main reason seems tobe that the Centre tries to 

stop the devolution of its power by asserting its control just over the market process. If this is 

successful the resul t may be an outright interventionist market economy where the Centre is one 

of the core players to the outside and to the inside. 

Changing clothes: The discovery of industrial policy 

One of the most significant signs of Chinese economic policies taking this direction was the 

tough policy stance towards futures markets which were given high publicity just one year 

before.46 The Centre still does forbid to trade "vital" goods like cotton or steel and, prohibited 

in September, of rice and oil through futures markets, and has drastically cut down the number 

of trading places. The main reason was that the development of futures prices did very quickly 

mirror the still strong distortions in the actual working of the price system and the expectations 

of high future inflation by the market agents. lf the Central government disapproves of the 

results of the actual working of the market it simply resorts to price controls (price ceilings in 

the case of the 15 futures markets which were allowed to continue with trading). 

Regarding extemal relations, this heavy-handed interventionist approach is already obvious e. g. 

regarding the policy mix in the automobile sector where a strong import-substitution 

45 Hence at the end of 1994 there has been widespread conf usion a~out thale ,~iSrectitohn of currentt .ec:~~; 
l' · L" p called tock markets "expenment . ee e commen m 

po ictes, when, for instance, 1 eng s 
9 1 

f: t Zhu Rongji cannot be called an 
Eastem Economic Review 29 Dec 1994/5. Jan 1995, p.d2 :tf: ac, e_ven against "blindly adoring Western 
advocate of a "market economy". He was recently quote kw1 _a w~Infead to irrational use of resources 
eco . b k " H f'" ed th view that free mar et pnces w1 , 

nomics text oo s e o ier e d 11 kn wn from marxist views of a market 
economic inequality and injustice and all the ot~~aE~:~mic ~one Daily), 20 December 1994. Su 
econo~y: See Shenzhen tequ bao (~he~zh~n. ~exi 11 (An analysis of the National Economic Conference 
Shaozhi, m "Zhonggong zhongyang Jlllg)l hwyi . ts t the fact that Zhu now even stresses planning 
of the CCP), Cheng Ming, No. l, 1995, P· 34, also pom ~. · economists Iike Li Yining 
and · than · ~ times and openly cntlCizes · 

46 state ownership more m armer 
048 

d F Eastem Economic Review, 27 October 
See the survey in China aktuell, No. 10, 1994,{" 1 'anketsarwas announced to continue in 1995, see 
1994, p. 29. The tight-fisted approach towards uri:Jm~ 1995_ However, Guangdong announced not 
South China Morning Post, 17 December 1994 an 

1
: 5 In this paper tliere is no space to discuss the 

to comply, see South China Morning Post 23 January · that in this "modern" segment of the market 
role of the emerging capital markets in 1994. but suffi~ to s:r ues tobe official policy, like in the case of 
system, too, government interventionism is ~pan~ an :~ i: August. See South China Morning Post, 3 
the massive financial support of the Shanghai sto~ ~bange Daily), 14 December 1994, even concluded 
January 1995. Tbe Zhongguo zhengquan bao (China ~ ost completely "politically motivated". 
that the movements on the stock markets in 1994 were m 
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(guochanhua zhengce) policy with tightly controlled FDI is going tobe realized.47 Within the 

next five years China is expected to become self-sufficient in motorcycle production and to be 

able to serve over 90% of the national market by domestic production. The state wants to apply 

a whole arsenal of instruments in order to boost China's motor industries, including tough 

controls of imports and even prohibiting the import of used cars. Such an approach is fully 

supported by the new law on foreign trade where the infant industry argument plays an 

important role. The whole society is tobe geared towards living with the "family car", so the 

State Council guidelines even include provisions on education in traffic rules in elementary 

schools. 

Such an approach is also shared with the more general State Council regulations on industrial 

policy in the nineties which, for instance, on the one hand explicitely favour the development of 

TVE's in the middle and westem regions of China, but which simultaneously assign the 

competence in regional and structural policies to the State Council and the State Planning 

Commission in particular.48 The provinces are requested to develop detailed ideas on regional 

and local industrial policies which then have to be approved by the State Council. Those plans 

will then guide e.g. allocation of credit. During 1994, it became already obvious that this 

approach will also affect foreign trade, China's wish to enter the GATT notwithstanding. For 

instance, in mid-1994 i t was decided to grant a monopoly of foreign trade to certain companies 

if vital goods are concemed which exert strong influence on national economic development. 

This includes important items like wool, cotton, wheat, fertilizer, steel or wood.49 

In general, the future policy towards TVE's will be of interest because we already observe a 

strong drive at transforming those enterprises into share companies. Together with a serious 

application of the new labour Iaw this could mean tight govemment regulation with the hidden 

aim of setting the conditions for state enterprises better. Furthermore, as opposed to many 

views that "collective" property rights in TVE's drive towards at least undercover privatization, 

it seems to be the case in 1994 that precisely the corporatization of TVE's will lead to an even 

4 7 Th . . . . automobile industry have been published in Guowuyuan 
e regulatton on the ~ew md't~tnal pohcy and the 496_505 and 630-638. A useful survey of the 

gongbao (State Counctl Bulletm), Nos. 12 and 15, 1994• PP· . d tn"al poli"cy JEfRO China Newsletter 
. . · Ka · · Cbina's new auto m us • ' 

current state of the mdustry 1s Ishiro tsUJI, trade see Renmin ribao, hai wai ban (People's Daily. 
Nov.-Dec. 1994, pp. 2-5. For the new law on external tl the Central government announced to take a 
~v~rseas Edition), 14. May 1994, p. 2. However, r_ecen ;% t ies" see South China Moming Post, 20 
simtlar approach to all FDI in terms of "production s a tiegned in many major laws which have been 
December 1994. Industrial policy objectives are also m~n °where it is asserted that the development of 
released in the recent years, as fo~ instan~ in ~e. eo~:: S~=e Council, see Guowuyuan gongbao (State 
corporate finance should follow mdustnal poliaes 0 

48 Council Bulletin), No. 30, 1994, p. 1440. Xi . Xiangzhen qiye fazhan de zhanlüe zhuanyi 
F · 1· Ll~~ ~ 28 or. a comment on this approach, see ~an~ . . (Economic Research). No. 4, 1994. PP· 23- · 

49 (~hift of the strategy regarding TVEs), JmgJ~ yanJI:ons Newsletter) No. 9, 1994. p. 14. 
Liang an jing mao tongxun (Straits Economtc Rela 
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stronger role of local governments and other public organizations in managing those 

enterprises. 50 

Can we already assess the possible success or failure of the interventionist agenda? Qf course 

two or three years are needed to realize the true working of the new system. After having set the 

legal framework in 1993 andin the beginning of 1994, the State Commission for Restructuring 

the Economic System in April released a list of core issues for reform in 1994 which seems to 

work again through the treadmill of slow change in the institutional setting of China's 

economy.51 The sequence of measures may be significant because the first item is the 

modemization of the state enterprise system and management, and the second refers to the 

ongoing changes in the fiscal and financial institutions. 

The roots of the interventionist agenda: Redistributing power 

So far the whole set of new institutions seems tobe the object of intensive bargaining between 

the Centre and the other agents in the economy. The main reason is that almost all the policy 

measures in 1994 actually focus on the relationship between the Centre and the local authorities, 

beginning wi th the provinces but running down to the grassroots level. 

If one takes a closer look at some of the regulations in particular on taxation, it is evident that 

there are still many loopholes added even before implementation. For instance, the Centre did 

not manage tocentralize revenue from income taxation and hence redistribution of income tax, 

and there are still legal means for reducing the tax load for companies. Furthermore, the whole 

issue of extra-budgetary funds has not been tackled by the new regulations, which means that 

e.g. through manipulation of taxes funds can be channelled into local coffers. But even with 

those legal or quasi-legal loopholes, there seems tobe outright resistance against the new 

system on the local level. After the first half of 1994, the Centre was by far surpassed in terms 

of growth of tax revenue by the provinces (11,%% growth rate as compared to 39%).52 

One of the crucial issues linking fiscal problems, credit and regional development is just the 

question of state enterprises. Many observers blame the state enterprises with being the most 

important cause of the recurrent loss of control of the money supply.53 lndeed, one truly 

worrying phenomenon in 1994 was the simultaneous expansion of the money supply and the 

50 Thi . ocal vernments implemented corporatization with the aim of 
s process started already m 1993, when l go · · ·th pn·vate enterprises in particular 

boo ti 11 · · hi h be t uffer from compeuuon w1 • 
. S ng CO ectJve enterpnses W C gan OS d J" hi niandai Zbongguo xiangzhen qiye 

"".1th managers changing their jobs. See Ma Rong et aJ··~ s., 
1
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·n the nineties) (Hong Kong Oxford 

~a?Cha .(lnvestigations into China's. vill~e and tow~Ji 1 g~~f~ have been converted into ~o-called 
ruvers1ty Press, 1994), p. 442f. lt 1s said that. now . D .1 ) 411.1994. And there are cases of a real 
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52 Zhongguo gaige (China Reform), No. 8, 1994. PP· 6-10. 929 and No 12, 1994, p. 1188. 
53 A survey can be found in China aktuell, No. 9, 1~· p .. ty Press 1994) see Geng Xiao and Haiyan Gao, 

In the China Review 1994 (Hong Kong, aiu:iese. Umversi. ese ~nomy.' 
The Engine of Growth and the Root of Inflauon m the Chin 
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triangular debts which in the first half of 1994 were estimated reaching between 600 and 700 

billion Yuan, hence roughly the amount of loans to industrial enterprises as a whole in 1993.54 

But analysts do not pay enough attention to the regional distribution of state enterprises which 

establishes the link between fiscal and monetary problems.55 

There is not only the fact of a macroregional imbalance of the distribution of loss-making state 

enterprises for instance between the Northeast and the middle coastal region but also the 

problem of a subregional imbalance. lt is reported that the share of loss-making enterprises is 

particularly high in smaller cities and on the county level, whereas in larger cities state 

enterprises can be very successful, in particular if they are located in the Eastem coastal region. 

However, even if for instance Guangdong is taken as an example, there is a very marked 

difference between the situation of state enterprises in the core regions and the more laggard 

counties and county cities, so that average success in growth targets does not reflect the the 

sometimes hopeless situation of state enterprises outside the regional growth poles.56 

If this subregional imbalance is roughly equivalent with the distribution of budgetary 

responsiblity for the enterprises, then the current tax system still means that because of the 

regional assignment of the income and corporate taxes there are immediate repercussions of the 

situation of the state enterprises on the local budget. Therefore the the strong pressure of local 

authorities on banks to feed the state enterprises will persist in the future, either to boost 

business for the profitable ones in order to generate more income tax or to help the loss-making 

ones in order to prevent unemployment from occurring. This pressure maybe even greater than 

in the past because the budgetary means for support have been reduced. 57 

Against this background the reform of the banking system has to be evaluated, since the 

separation between so-called "policy banks" and "commercial banks" and the related credit 

funds is directed at controlling the influence on local govemments on the allocation of credit.
58 

54 China News Analysis, July 1-15, Nos. 1513-1514, P· 5. . .. . 
55 On this f · Qi J 'un/Peng Shaozhong, Guanyu guoyou q1ye Jtanshao rongyuan w~ntI de 
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somebmes is explicitely linked to the nee?s ~f th~ en~n~e~ 8~~:~11 (Preliminary thoughts about the 
~o sheng shishi fenshuizhi caizheng ttzhi .gaige e c_ u ::r province) in: Caizheng (Finance), No. 9, 
implementation of the reform of the tax-sharing system m 0 

' 

58 
1994. PP· 19-20. . ·n 1994 see Dan Baoqing/Zhu Yunxiang, ''Hui .~ou 
~or .a ~eneral evaluation of the b~~ srst~ ~~~ 1 

hihuan jiezheng fenxi II (Looking back on saihng 
Jms.1 ru shui Jting chuan, jinrong bgm Y1. m~ Jl . an ~ ear of retardation of progress in the reform of the 
against the current, an analysis of the ~~al.~ssues m ~na ~ket Economic News), 12 December 1994. A 
~~cial system), Zhongguo shic~~Jl?.g)~ bao (C:omic Daily), 16 December 1994, where it is also 
Stmilar assessment can be found m Jmm1 nbao (Ec b d and soft. 
mentioned that now the criteria for "policy loans 

11 
are too roa 
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In fonner times, this influence, for example, led to the much deplored diversion of credit funds 

from agriculture to industrial business or to the misuse of investment funds for paying wages of 

loss-making enterprises. But at the end of 1994, so far the news items do not convey the 

message that there was an immediate effect on the behavior of local governments. The 

resistance might have been reflected already in the slow progress in implementing the refonn. 

But Zhu Rongji had to take up again his tough attitude towards local heads of branches in the 

banking system in December which at least further boosts his image of using "command 

economy" levers to regulate the economy. This seems still to include the use of tight credit 

quotas for the just designed "commercial" credit system which is part and parcel of a full

fledged attempt at gaining control of local use of funds. The newly established "State 

Development Bank" will also be used to achieve direct control of credit for investment 

finance.59 Recent demands on part of the NPC to give control of the money supply to the 

national parliament should be interpreted as a direct counter-attack of the regional delegates 

against the policies of the Center.60 

But even important market-oriented refonns might be redirected by local authorities, finally 

leading to the well-known over-expansion of credit by local branches. For instance, there were 

reports that speeding up the application of the bankruptcy law simply means another way to 

force local banks to back the credits of those companies, now only in relation to the creditors 

(e.g. in triangular debt chains). There are estimates that at least 20% of the oustanding credit 

volume are in fact defaults, and an additional 30% only are honoured in tenns of interest but not 

retum of principal. Hence about 1500 billion RMB of funds present serious problems for the 

state banks. Other data point to the complete hollowing out of assets of state enterprises of 

which almost 50% are said tobe indebted more than their assets if financial claims against them 

were settled. Furthermore in a }arge scale-survey lost "triangular debts" amounted to 24.5 per 

cent of the capital losses (59.9 billion RMB). The stock of accumulated debt is large enough so 

that interest payments have become a major issue for enterprises with absorbing 40% of the net 

growth of eamings resulting from price increases.61 So far, mortgaging and other methods of 

guarantueeing credits are still very underdeveloped so that the credit business in the narrow 

meaning continues to be the core activity of the banks. Hence, the issue of financial stability 

Which we discussed in section 3 of this paper is closely linked with the issue of the relationship 

between the Centre and the local authorities. 

59 S ber 1994 and 6 January 1995. Tbis was actually called "state 
outh China Morning Post, 7, 19, 29 Decem 'th Chi Morning Post, 16 January 1995. See also 

P_lanning" by the Vice-Governor of the PBOC, see Sou na 

60 
J1ngji ribao (Economic Daily), 16 January 1995. 
On th Chi M · Post 28 December 1994. 

61 ose demands see South na o~g ' .. .. xiao · zoushi de panduan" (Assessing the 1994 
Y ang Yumin/Liu Fujiang, ''Dui 1994 man gongye ~~n~~ ~i~ (China Industrial Economics Studies), No. 
trends in industrial productivity), Zhon~guo gon~e J~~~= Times), 20 December 1994, and South China 
7, 1~„ p. 27, Zhonghua gongshang shi ba? (~eida in Beijing, Gao Shangquan gave the figure of the 
Morrung Post, 10 January 1995. On a sennnar ~t 

80 
per cent of their net wealth. 

outstanding debt of the state enterprises representmg 
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Given the fact that one of the weakest links of the Chinese tax system so far was i ts 

decentralized structure, the reaction of local govemments in county towns and medium scale 

cities will also be crucial for achieving the overall aim of the tax reform.62 For instance, just 

after the introduction of the new system local authorities have begun to introduce new measures 

for tax refunding after a formal delivery of the tax, not to speak of the considerable problems in 

educating a possibly unwilling local administration in the use of the new bookkeeping 

procedures for implementing the VA T .63 This behavior can be understood if one pays attention 

to the fact that the majority of medium-scale loss-making state enterprises with an excess 

burden of workers are located on the lower local level. 

Fortunately, the new tax system was designed in a way that local authorities will realize 

incentives to develop small and medium scale enterprises as well as the services sector because 

those taxes will also belang to them.64 This could be an important lever to foster activities of 

local authorities which will eventually lead to the creation of new job opportunities for workers 

in state enterprises and which will speed up structural change. But on the other hand the new 

approach of the Centre towards industrial policies is evidently geared towards the support of 

medium and large-scale state enterprises. In particular, there is a certain contradiction between 

the objective of the tax reform, which should abolish the practice of irregular tax allowances 

and of the reduction of interest before tax, and the objective of industrial policies to foster 

certain enterprises and industries by means of special support in just the fields of tax and credit 

policies. Of course it is stipulated that from now on industrial policies should be controlled by 

the central govemment, but the experience of the last decade raises doubts conceming the 

capabili ty of the Centre to exert such a controlling power. 

In that regard, the message of the new system to the local level may be ambivalent after all 

because the particular provisions for tax sharing also follow short-term industrial policy 

objectives, as for example in the attempt to centralize consumption taxes on industries like 

cigarettes, cosmetics or cars where so f ar many profitable local activities where realized. lt is 

obvious that this distribution of certain taxes between the Centre and the provincial 

govemments aims at crushing any kind of resistance against the newly designed national 

industrial policy which might build up because of particular fiscal interests on the local level. 

However, from the viewpoint of the requirements for a long-term stable redistribution pattem, 

62 . . h ·zhi yunxing zhengchang" (The routine of the new 
A report from Sichuan is Llu Fengtong, ".Jtceng Xtll; s m No 6 l994, PP· 22-25. Cf. also Zhongguo 
tax system at the grassroots level), Caizheng (F~n~c~.), han~ bao (Market Daily), 20 December 1995. 

63 shuiwu, No. 6, 1994, p. 1, and for a general evaluation ~t h uld be mentioned that society also strikes 
Ho . f t least in a note t s o . K wever, when talking about tax re o~ ~ . the ersonal income tax a "failure", see Hong ong 
hack: Tax authorities regarded the administration of P 

64 Standard, 12 December 1994. . . . f h . zhi fang'an de zhengce daoxiang" (Irying to 
For a related analysis see Qi Shouyin, "Shi Xl xin ens mds the tax-sharing system), Caizheng (Finance), 
analyze the policy implications of the new approach towar 
No. 6, 1994, pp. 45-48. 
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this mix of different objectives in the tax reform will weaken local commitment to the new 

system. 

At the end of 1994, rumours still point towards a heightened tension between the Central 

govemment and the so-called "difang zhengfu", which, as always since 1992, crystallizes 

around the role of Zhu Rongji, but finally the symbolic weight of Jiang Zemin was added.65 

Indeed, the provisions in the State Council release on the tax sharing system stipulate that the 

local interests should be protected and introduce certain procedures which will freeze the final 

distribution of taxes on the state of 1993 and will only lead to a growing Central share in the 

future, the tax assignment notwithstanding. This seems to give room for widespread 

manipulation of tax figures by the provinces. The local political resistance against the new 

system also lines up with certain groups in the central leadership, in particular the so-called 

"conservatives". Hence strong measures seem to have been taken by the central leadership 

during late 1994, including open criticism of "regionalism" and "factionalism". 

This being said, it should be added that at the end of 1994 the many positive news on the 

success of the tax reform in terms of boosting tax receipts by the govemment still await for a 

more detailed evaluation. The data show a 25.5 per cent increase to 731.4 billion RMB in 1994, 

with the different industrial and commercial taxes representing 451.3 billion RMB. 66 Aside 

from the fact that "tax receipts" might not mean "actually delivered taxes" between the different 

levels of the tax administration it should be mentioned that a larger share of the rising tax 

income results from the increased taxation of imports. VA T and Consumption Tax income on 

imports amounted to 62,26 billion RMB in 1994.67 Since it is by no means clear to what an 

extent those taxes will be refunded in the case of Joint-Ventures, and since Chinese importers 

have to pay the new taxes anyway, a considerable part of the so-called success of the tax reform 

might be explained by the increased taxation of foreign trade and investment and does not allow 

any conclusions regarding the intemal tax administration. 

In sum, there is still no solution found to the issue how to disentangle the intricate relationship 

between the fiscal and the financial sector. The clash between the local and the central interests 

continues to be the root of China's macroeconomic instability. This also means that regional 

65 See Yan Hua, "Zhu Rongji tuixing fenshuizhi zao weigong" (Zhu Rongji's push towards the tax-sharing 
system faces attack from all sides), Jiushi niandai (The Nineties), No. 12, 1994, pp. 44-45, and Cheng 
Ming, No. 1, 1995, pp. 9ff. Tue problems were already rampant at the introduction of the new tax system 
when provinces falsified tax figures. There was a sharp statement of the finance minister before the NPC in 
March 1993, see Caizheng (Finance), No. 5, 1994, p. 3. 

66 South China Morning Post, 9 and 15 January 1995. 
67 Jingji ribao (Economic Daily), 10 January 1995. Tue central government will continue to tap this source of 

tax receipts by lifting many exemptions for J?int-Ventures, see Sout~ China M<;>r_ning Post, ~3 Jan~ary 
1995. Of course, this is a sensible approach m order to arrange for Just compeution. But no immediate 
conclusion follows regarding the overall success of the tax reform. Anyhow, there seem to be no data on ~e 
relative contribution of the foreign trade sector to the alleged success of tax reform, see South Chma 
Morning Post 15 January 1995. But there are many signs that the ~ese ~ovemment is going to focuse 
on China's foreign trade for boosting revenue, see Far Eastern Econmmc Review 26 January 1995, p. 53. 
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development is of utmost importance for macroeconomic stability, too, since local interests take 

their sbape within a peculiar regional context. So mucb more is at stake tban interests rates or 

inflation. Constitutional issues of allocating rights and power witbin the state come to tbe 

fore.68 But in order to assess tbe challenge of 1994, another important aspect of Cbina's 

economic development sbould be paid attention to which also closely linked to tbe problem of 

inflation. 

5. Welfare, Growth and the Rural Question: Who will be the Winner? 

Prices and redistribution 

Aside from tbe far-reacbing policy measures of 1994, tbis year is also important for assessing 

the future of growth in China. Many observers do praise China for having achieved strong 

growtb of individual welfare and tbey expect this to continue in the future. However, one 

should not forget tbe fragile state of individual welfare in China if only to understand tbe 

worries of tbe Chinese leadersbip about social stability. The crucial question in this regard is the 

interaction between the ongoing price reform and inflation. lt should be stressed tbat tbe attitude 

of tbe majority of the analysts is plainly wrong who simply take Chinese figures on inflation for 

granted and tben forecast developments of 1995, being based, for instance, on tbe decline of 

the year-to-year inflation rates at the end of 1994 (whicb, however, still sbows a large spread 

between the provinces witb a year-to-year index of 114.0 for Beijing and a 130.3 for 

Hunan).69 As a rule one can suppose that the higher the inflation rate, the stronger 

administrative interventions and, bence, the less reliable official figures on inflation. 

In 1994 price reform was pushed again in particular in order toset conditions right for upstream 

industries (like steel, energy etc.) and, of course, for agriculture. Both measures bave bad and 

will have a strong regional impact, too. But in tbe past measures favouring agriculture in 

particular bad only an eff ect for a few years because tbe rise of free market prices of inputs in 

the medium run again widened the scissor's gap to the detriment of the peasants. Tbis was the 

case in 1994, too, and caused the govemment to raise procurement prices for cotton another 

time in order to solve the recurrent incentive crisis. On the surface, the reaction of the relative 

prices was strong, however, stayed within certain limits.70 But for tbe example of grain, where 

the govemment raised its procurement prices in June 1994, it should be noted that first, 

resulting overall price increases were much stronger in many inner provinces than in the coast, 

68 Indeed, there were reports that mainland scholars participate in designing far-reaching proposals on regional 
democracy and federalism, see South ChinaMorning Post, 19 ~ber 1994 .. 

69 This is the common approach, see amongst many others Sou~ C~na Mormng Post, 17 December 1995, 
Tue regional data have been published in Jingji ribao (Econonnc Daily), 21 J~uary 1~5. . 

70 Pang Shaolin/Zou Wenhui, "Llangjia tiaozheng zhi hou" (After_the re~att?n of grain pnces), Zhongguo 
tongji (China Statistics), No. 9, 1994, pp. 43-44. On the pnce sc1ssor 1ssue, see other more recent 
confirming news as South China Morning Post, 29 December 1994. 
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probably mirroring the sluggish agricultural development as weil as deficiencies in market 

infrastructure, second, that there was a sometimes even stronger reaction of downstream 

products like eggs and pork, and third, that the net result of the price increase for rural incomes 

can be tiny if the still rapidly growing input costs of grain production are taken into 

consideration. As in earlier times the impact of those changes of relative prices will depend 

heavily on whether the urban sector will have to adapt fully to the new prices or whether an 

adaptive change of the price level, namely inflation will serve to shelter the cities indirectly, 

finally eroding the changes of relative prices through managing the money illusion. 

However, understanding Chinese price regulation in the urban sector is a difficult task because 

since the mid-eighties many responsibilities for price surveillance and control have been 

transferred to the local level.7 1 This is particularly true for the cities where local authorities have 

to face directly the reaction of the urban people to rising prices. Since 1989 a complex system 

for indirect price control has been built which includes the local control of price ceilings and the 

establishment of public buffer stocks. Furthermore, special measures have been taken to 

guarantuee the supply of the cities with cheap vegetables.72 This does include the building of 

special sites for vegetable production for the cities (which either control agricultural output 

prices directly or crowd out independent peasant producers by means of subsidized prices) and 

a full-fledged system of price reporting (jiage shenbao) and price administration (jiage shenpi). 

Hence even in the case of vegetables the often quoted view that the free market has full reign 

might be wrong at a closer look. The many problems with preserving the agricultural land 

devoted to vegetable production close to the cities serves as an indicator of still distorted prices. 

In fact, the aim of the preservation of those areas led to the announcement of quotas for 

agricultural land-use with the beginning of 1995.73 

At the end of 1994, the real importance of price controls for stabilizing inflation in the cities has 

become salient even to the ordinary visitor of China who could observe again people queuing 

7 1 1 have surveyed those changes in Carsten Herrmann-Pill~~· lnsti~ti?neller Wandel, ~cht und Inflation in 
China, Ordnungstheoretische Analysen zur Politischen Okonmme emes Transformauonsp~ozesses (Bad~
Baden, Nomos, 1991), pp. 371-376. To my mind, most observers do not pay enough attenuon to local pnce 
control and pul too much emphasis on the price pol~cie~ of the Central .government. But then the real 
meaning of for instance, the recently published gmdelmes for reform m Guowuyuan gongbao (State 
Council Bulietin) No. 14, 1994, pp. 561-566 cannot be grasped which i~ the context of agri1~ultural.prices, 
amongst other measures, include the 11b~ldi~g of a ~_)'stem of ~u~;etllance and ~ontrol for pn~es of 
agricultural products (']ianli nongfu chanpm shichang Jtan kong l1Xt ). See also China News Analysis, 15 
June 1994, No. 1512, p. 3. There were n:ws o.n ~?~~.new. in~1~ments o!.price regulation, ~.ike ~he 
establishment of a 11price regulation fund11 ('~tage uaoJte JlJlll zhidu ) m many ctUes, see Zhongguo Jmgymg 
bao (China Management Daily), 2 December 1994. . . 11 . . . . . . . 11 . . 11 

72 On those 11vegetable baskets 11 in Shanghai see e.g. Lt Ztshun, JtaJ~~ Jt~she xm yt lun ~at lan~ 
gongcheng11 (Speedily building the new ro~d. of ~e ."vegetab~e basket proJ.ect~.· ~hongguo gaige (China 
Reform), No. 6, 1994, pp. 28-30. This pohcy 1s still m focus m 1995, see ~mgit nb~o, 1 ~ January 1995. 
One should add that there can be very strong interventions in the ~ket. For ms~ce, m Tatyuan there was 
the invention of 11non-profit sales 11 which means that trade m vegeta~les ts coJ1:1tr~~l~db by(Ecthe loc~l 
government and nobody is allowed to buy more than one kilogram at one Ume, see tng)t n ao ononuc 

Daily), 24 January 1995. 
73 South China Morning Post, 21 December 1994 and 6 January 1995. 
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up in front of state-owned retail stores. Representatives of the Central govemment even argued 

that the State should control between 70 and 80% of trade in grain and edible oil although this 

would not lead to "structural changes" in the distribution system. Notwithstanding, grain 

coupons have been reintroduced in many Chinese cities already in autumn 1994, receiving more 

publicity at the end of the year.74 The relevant State Council circular refers to the role of Iocal 

govemments which, however, simply means that the above mentioned Ievers of price control 

have been backed and strengthened.75 Furthermore, although price policies regarding cotton 

have led to a much acclaimed vigorous increase of production, on the other hand there are still 

considerable problems with realizing actual procurement which cause the govemment to cling to 

tough restrictions on cotton marketing.76 

lt is very difficult to assess the degree of economic discrimination against the peasants within 

this context but we may conclude that also in 1994 the devolution of central control of prices 

should not be straightforwardly perceived as a growth of the share of truly free market prices. 

Instead the grey area of decentrally administered and managed prices has increased 

considerably. Critical analysts in China point to the fact that this system still is geared towards 

the urban interests and discriminates against the peasants.77 At the beginning of 1995, there are 

strong incentives to exploit this system to the disadvantage of the peasants because almost all 

Chinese comments on inflation agree on the crucial role of agricultural prices in pushing the 

inflation rate.78 So the preferred eure against inflation is short-term price control and medium

term "support of agriculture" through fostering investment, supply of inputs or regulation of 

land use. So far, this kind of support failed in the long-run as just the current problems show 

which are the result of similar policy f ailures in the past. 

74 South China Morning Post, 17, 29 and 30 December 1994, 6 January 1995. News items refer to Hunan, 
Anhui Sichuan and the whole Northeast. Tue figure on "70-80% state control" was also provided by Jingji 
canka~ bao, 22 December 1994, where the idea of state planning also referred to the ~hole agricultural input 
distribution system, too. However, policies towards str~gtheni1:1g state control on PI?-ces were already taken 
in mid-1994, see Liang an jingmao tongxun (Econmmc Relat10ns Across the Strruts Newsletter), No. 9, 

1994, p. 12. . . . . . 
75 In effect, local governments released tighter regulation~ on pnce control a bit earher, hke m Hanchuan 

county near Wuhan, where an explicit list on prices of 1mportant goods was r~leased o~ December, see 
Hanchuan bao, 27 December 1994. Tue policy has b~en even more ~~shed m the Chinese New Y ear 
preparations, see Renmin ribao, hai wai ban (People's Druly, Ov.erseas Ediuon), 6 January 1?95. . „ . 

76 Compare e.g. Jingji cankao bao (Economic Information Druly), 8 November 1994, wtth JmgJI nbao 

(Economic Daily), 10 January 1995. . . . 
77 Tue director of the Rural Development Institute, CASS, .chen J1yuan, t~es this attttude to~ard~ the 

"vegetable basket" system, see the interview entiteld "Chen J1yuan tan: ~gq1an "'.o guo nongye nuanl~n de 
h · · (Ch J'yuan on some deep-structural problems of agnculture m our country), published 

~ ~ cengcr we~u ~ 1 
R form) No 5 1994 pp. 30-32. Cf. in the China Review 1994 the paper by 

Jm onKg~o. grugKe ( nap eants in a ·"Hot Po~"· Pushing the Limits of a Biased Strategy against ames rusmg ung, eas · 
A 'cul ? 7 gn ture„ . . 1995 8 See, for example, South China Mornmg Post, 5 January · 
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The fragile state of urban wealth 

Hence the hidden clash between urban and rural interests still has not been resolved. The main 

reason for this can be learned if we have a short look at a survey of urban income in Beijing and 

Luoyang which has been released by the Taiwan-based "China Times Business Weekly" and 

which has been praised by the editorial as being a picture of the "consumer's revolution" in the 

cities.79 Granted, there is a remarkable increase of the level of welfare in particularregarding 

the consumption of durable consumer goods. But there is, as always in China, the problem 

whether the glass is half full or half empty: The vast majority of the city dwellers shows a very 

modest state of well-being. Even in Beijing, where for instance already over 20% of the 

population earn between 600 and 1000 Yuan per month and capita, the high costs of living 

result in a consumption pattem where 85% of the population spend more than 50% on food. 

The majority of the population does not visit a public garden or a cinema even one times a 

month, and almost 40% only goes out for shopping (aside from daily necessities) up to one 

times a month. However, with the exception of a certain wealthy subgroup of young generation 

"yuppies" the consumption behavior seems tobe f airly sophisticated and reasonable. This takes 

place against the background of a very pronounced drive at gaining status through wealth and 

money. That is to say, people set a high priority in assessing their personal situation according 

to their perceived position in the income ladder, namely in pecuniary terms. 

lt seems tobe that spending for durable consumer goods is only possible because housing is 

virtually free of charge. The urban people build up their savings just because they prepare for 

changes in that field, but the headaches of the city planners as weil as of the central leadership 

with changing the housing systemare well-known. The figures of the survey demonstrate very 

clearly that the impact of inflation on the well-being of the urban population would be very 

strong if prices for food and clothing were liberalized completely. Actually about two thirds of 

the population already believe that increases in income do not match inflation such that real 

income is perceived to decrease. This is particularly worrisome because one of the most 

remarkable results of the survey is an asymmetry between the actual relative position of the 

respondents in the insome scala and their subjectively perceived position. In particular, the so 

called emerging middle class systematically downgrades their position. Together with their high 

expectations for the future this can be an explosive mix of perceptions and reactions if 

increasing inflation erodes their real incomes further. 

So the conditions in the cities are still difficult to manage, and the cheap supply of agricultural 

goods is still of utmost importance for social and political stability. However, together with a 

79 See Zhongshi zhoukan bianji bu, ''Da lu chengshi xiaofei g~~g: ~eijinl Luoyang ~hi~n xi~of~ -. 
baogao" (The consumption revolution of Mainl~d Chinas ~itle~ e(~t o~.t e 1:ve_stigawn ~ ~ 
consumption of Beijing and Luoyang city dwellers}, m: Zhongshi zho 

3 
Th na rmes. usmthess . ee .Y, 

Nos. 154, 155, 1994, PP· 37-45, 44-51. Tue editorial is in the latter, p. . e report llllSsors e s1tuatlon 

in mid-1994. 
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speeding up of bankruptcy procedures conceming state enterprises there is a very high risk that 

the majority of most city dwellers in China might face an immediate deterioration of basic 

conditions for living. This is why in recent bankruptcy cases worker's resistance indeed 

stressed the problem of food, namely that families simply fear to be unable to maintain 

provision for the elementary daily needs. As a matter of fact, the strong expansion of urban 

wage funds in late 1994 mirrors the growing concem of the urban population about the possible 

decline of their real income. The new labour law, which is designed to give a legal framework 

for a labour market in the true sense, now actually for the first time provides a formal 

justification for this kind of indirectly indexing wages to inflation by means of minimum wage 

regulations. However, this law does only apply to the urban population and not to the rural 

migrants working in the cities.80 

China's consumer revolution therefore is still dependent on the rural question. Although the 

State Statistical Bureau announces larger relative increases of rural incomes than for urban for 

1994 this is only the result of a long-delayed and stepwise adjustment of procurement prices 

since 1993, after several years of almost stagnating real per-capita incomes in the countryside. 

However, the important example of the second big ticket in urban spending, clothing, shows 

that the true problems have not yet been tackled.81 In 1994, clashes of interest regarding 

intemal trade with cotton, silk and wool continued as in former times, including price wars, 

80 For instance, the situation in Heilongjiang was very difficult in 1994, leading to hardships for many 
workers. In April the Gouvemor and the Party Secretary were dismissed, presumably because of their 
handling of the state enterprise issue which was followed by worker's protests. See Wen You, "Gongyouzhi 
wei zhu" hai ku Heilongjiang (Heilongjiang's Bittemess with "Stateownership First"), Cheng Ming, No. 
12, 1994, pp. 28f., and on 1994 labour disputes in general see South China Moming Post, 7 December 
1994. At the end of the year there were rumours about similar dismissals in Sichuan and Hubei, see Far 
Eastem Economic Review 29 Dec 1994-5 Jan 1995, p. 12. Tue strong pressure of workers in the cities 
induced a complete loss of control of the wage fund which grew 31,7% in the first three quarters of 1994, 
with the state enterprises being the main culprits, although there was national investigation of the 
development of "consumption funds" since September, Zhongguo tongji (China Statistics), No. 11, 1994, 
p. 7. Tue expansion has been financed through the banking system just from the beginning of 1993, see 
Han Wenxiu, "1994 nian tonghuopengzhang qushi fenxi" (Analysis of the trend of inflation in 1994), 
Zhongguo gongyejingji yanjiu (China Industrial F:cono~cs Studi~s), N~. 9, 1994, p. 6. For more detail 
see China aktuell, No. 11, 1994, p. 1125, and on regional differences mcluding figures of 46.1 % growth for 
Shanghai China Daily, 7 January 1995. This expansion took place wi~ a gr~wing share of non-_wa~e 
payments to workers, according to a statement by Gao Shangquan at a sennnar which took place at Be1da m 
early January 1995. On minimum wages, see South c;mna M~rniD:g Post, 5 January 1995. Minim~ wages 
were established on the local level earlier in 1994, for mstance m Xianien were a year-by-year adaptlon to the 
inflation rate was introduced, see Liang anjinginao tongxun (Straits Economic Relations Newsletter) No. 9 
1994, p. 18. Whether discrimination against migrant workers will also in_clude administrative control of 
their movements is still unclear although there were already attempts at closmg the urban labour market, see 
South China Morning Post 14 December 1994. lt should be mentioned that in 1994, with the publication of 
"Looking at China from the Third Eye", urban resentlnent against migrants found a very sharp expression 
in the public see South China Moming Post, 10 December 1994. 

81 See the surv;y in China aktuell, No. 10, 1994. p. 1049, and for a more detailed analysis _of_the situation at 
the beginning of 1994 see China News Analysis, 15 ~ar~h 1994, No. 1506. However, s1rmlar controls on 
the grain markets have been established more earl~er m th_e year, ~oo, see Guowuyuan gongbao (State 
Council Bulletin) No. 15, 1994, p. 639. Tue issue is also h~ed w1~ the problems of futures markets 
which we already discussed in section 4, cf. Far Eastem Econormc Review, 27.10.1994, p. 29. 
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local export controls, massive attempts at cheating procurement organizations, tough 

administrative controls on trade and black markets and, most important, the continuation of the 

state monopoly in cotton trade. Without controlling cotton trade and cotton prices tightly, 

neither the state textile industries could survive nor the urban dwellers could enjoy a cheap 

supply of clothing. 

One area where urban-rural clashes of interest will sharpen in the future will be the question of 
82 s· h · h · h taxes. mce t e e1g t1es t ere was a constant worry about irregular levies imposed on the 

peasants by the local authorities. However, so far there were only weak attempts by the local 

authorities to tighten the formal tax administration below the level of the county. This could be 

viewed as a failure of tax administration which should be remedied in the sense of reducing 

irregular levies and improving regular taxation instead. However, the new tax system in 1994 

did not deal with the question of rural taxation in terms of a systematic local tax sharing but 

only with assigning the agricultural taxes in general to the local level, with the notorious black 

box of "difang zhengfu" reaching from the province to the administrative village. Between the 

counties and their villages and townships on the one band and the cities of the county seats on 

the other there is still the old "contractual system" (baogan). There are already clear indications 

that the county govemments will try to shift the burden of a higher tax share of the Centre onto 

the villages and townships. This is intended by the Centre because rural taxes will belong to the 

local level, and because there is a systematic undertaxation of certain economic activities in the 

countryside. Hence, if the fiscal pressure of upper-level goverments on the county governments 

increases, this will immediately give rise to heightened fiscal tension between the counties and 

the "xiang" and "zhen" level govemments. 

In conclusion, one final point should be added which leads back to our starting point, viz. 

regional development. Our above considerations referred to China without any additional 

distinction. However, the problems mentioned are very different between the regions which 

also means that the political economy of price policies and inflation is different. At the end of 

1994 it was reported that real incomes of urban residents took many directions depending on 

the city in question. For instance, urban residents in Chengdu and Guangzhou enjoyed an 

increase of above 20%, whereas the people in Chongqing and Xi'an bad tobe satisfied with a 

82 See views from Jiangsu Ji Jin, "Jiakuai jianli sheying. fenshuizhi yaoqiu de ~fang caizheng xin geJu" 
(Speeding up the formation of a new pattern of local fmance that fits the ~eqwrements of the tax-sh~n~ 
system), Caizheng (Finance), No. 7 (1~?4), pp. 16-.~7, ~d from H~.be1 C~e~g Fe?gchao/Gao Zhih, 
"Shixing fenshuizhi hou difang caiyuan Jianshe zhanlue zru. xu~e de Jtben silu ~as1c thoughts ~n new 
options for building local fiscal resources after the implementabon of ~he ~ax shanng system), Caizheng 
(Finance), No. 10, 1994, pp. 36-38. In the late eighties and the early mnette:i s.uch a ~nowbal~ effect from 
the provincial to the level of "xiang" and "zhen" could already be o~serv~ w1thin ~e . baogan system, see 
the detailed discussion in Shi ChUailfCarsten Herrmann-Pillath, Die Krise des ~hines1schen Steuerstaates: 
Probleme des Fiskus in Kreisen und Dörfern, Special Report of the Federal lnstttute for East European and 

International Studies (Cologne, 1992). 
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meagre 3%, and living in Taiyuan or Nanjing meant to face a decline of real income.83 This, of 

course, will eventually lead to intensive haggling about the redistribution taxes and credit 
between the provinces. 

6. Outlook 

At the end of 1994, China's future in the short run looks darker than at the beginning. Looking 

at the figures commonly quoted to describe the situation of the country in 1994, this message 

might be overly pessimistic (see table 8, Appendix). But those figures only give a snapshot of 

superficial phenomena. Meeting reality means tobe engaged with much more detailed and 

intricate, sometimes elusive items of information. In that regard, recent concem with the quality 

of Chinese statistical data are only the smallest of the issues at stake.84 

1994 Economic Indicators 
% 

GDP 4380 bill. y 11.8 
value added of nrimary sector 823.1 bill. y 3.5 
value added of secondarv sector 2125.9 bill. y 17.4 
value added of tertiary sector 1431 bill. y 8.7 
total grain outout 444.5 mill. t -2.5 
value added of industrv 1835.9 bill. y 18 
value added of light industrv 766.8 bill. y 19.6 
value added of heavy industrv 1069.1 bill. y 16.5 
fixed assets investment 1592.6 bill. y 15.8 
value added of traffic and transoort sector 224. 7 bill. y 6 
value added of oost and telecommunication sector 69.3 bill. y 50.2 
value of retail consumotion 1605.3 bill. y 7.8 
increase of consumotion orices 24.1 
exoort 121 bill. $ 31.9 
import 115.7 bill. $ 11.2 

foreign capital used 45.8 bill. $ 17.6 

direct foreign investment 33.8 bill. $ 22.8 

bank denosits 2932.8 bill. y 37.1 

increase of money suoolv (M2) 34.4 

Source: Economic Affairs, FBIS-CHl-95-023, 3 February 1995 

83 The figures were quoted in Zhongguo yinjin bao (China T~ansfer Daily~, 20 D~ber 1.995. . . . 
84 There is a growing need for the Central government to 1mple~en~ tight admimstrative and disc1phnary 

approaches against falsification of statistics on the local level, which 1s reportedly also related to the general 
difficulties in maintaining administrative procedures, see Che~. Yuanchou et al., "Xiang xujia shuzi 
xuanzhan" (Declaring war against false figures), Zhongguo tongi1, No. 11, 199~, ~P· 10-12. Only casual 
observations are possible regarding the seemingly crucial problem, namely, statlstl~~- of.!V~'s. In s~me 
regions output figures are said to be faked to an extent of 30-40 per cent, see Ya Tru Jlllg]l shibao (As1an
Pacific Economic Times), 8 December 1994. However, the State Statistieal Bureau recently confirmed that 
China's data are reliable, see South China Moming Post, 21 January 1995. 
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In many areas which we could not cover in these pages problems have surf aced which seem to 

accumulate to formidable obstacles against the final step out of the middle of the crossroad. For 

instance, China's big needs for inf rastructure may not be met because foreign investors face 

many troubles and because of impending debt problems with a stock of 100 billion US-$ 

foreign debt.85 The GATT issue is still unresolved, and instead trade friction between the US 

and ~hina sharpened again, after cutting the link between trade issues and human rights in 1994 

and hence solving one of the most difficult aspects of US-China relations. After all, as I have 

argued elsewhere, GATT will also have tremendous consequences for China's regional 

development and may have unforeseen consequences for the capability of the Central 

govemment to deal with the political economy of domestic trade and investment.86 There are 

already signs that existing organizations for controlling intemal trade might be directed at 

imports from foreign countries, too. This seems to have been prepared by a somewhat 

campaign-like national drive against "fake" goods allegedly flooding China from the outside.87 

The Chinese govemment still has to leam what a market environment for China's extemal 

economic relation means, as, for instance, was demonstrated by the Dai Xianglong's, Vice 

Chairman of the People's Bank, recent insight that the new forex-system has had the 

consequence that the Central Bank can no langer fully control the growth of the money supply 

if a certain exchange rate target is pursued.88 Building foreign exchange reserves now means 

growth of the monetary base, and maintaining a certain price level can then only be achieved if 

other components of the monetary base are decreased, like refinancing the special banks. The 

latter, of course, would produce additional pressure on credit to state enterprises. Hence, the 

Central Bank simply let money flow into the economy, giving much leeway to further policy 

cycles in the future, including, for example, widening the scissors gap of agricultural input and 

output prices. A way out would be the revaluation of the RMB which, of course, boosts 

imports and dampens exports. 

But it seems indeed that China pursued a monetary policy targetted at the exchange rate, thereby 

endogenizing the money supply. The short-term result was the very quick shift of the trade 

balance with a real leap forward in exports and the switch to a positive trade balance, the 

85 Far Eastem Economic Review, 10.11.1994, PP· 56-61. 
86 Carsten Hemnann-Pillath, Growth and the Claim to Big-Power Status in China, in: Aussenpolitik, Gennan 

Foreign Affairs Review, No. 3, 1994, PP· 
87 In November, Fujian was reported to bave establis~ed a sJ>t:ci:al syst~ of "security control" for nine import 

items including cars, refrigerators or air conditiomng, see Llang an Jrngmao tongxun (Newsletter on Trade 
Across the Taiwan Straits), No. 12, 1994, p. 20. . . 

88 Guoji shangbao (International Busin~ss Daily), 2?:11.1994. Scholars pomted to the p~oblem e~her, 
pointing at the trade-off between inflauon and stab1ht~ o~ th~1 exchange rate. See Sun Mingchun, Lun 
waihui guanli tizbi gaige dui wo guo huobi zhengce de yi~ang (On the effects of the forex-system reform 
on monetary policy in our country), Jingji yanjiu (Econofillc Research), No. 8, 1994, pp. 52-56. 

http:pursued.88
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medium run is inflation. lt should be added that maintaining the exchange rate imposes heavy 

costs on state enterprises which in particular in heavy industry show a very high degree of 

import dependency, with e.g. imports making up almost 80% of net output value in chemical 

industries. So there is additional pressure on the profitability of industry in China.89 

The Chinese government still has to learn that in matters of economics, conflicting targets 

cannot be realized simultaneously. Trade-off s have to be weighed and prudent choices have to 

be done. However, so f ar the reaction has been to resort to even more government intervention. 

China still moves in the middle of the cross-road. 

But there may be unintended consequences of many of the different economic policies dicussed 

in this paper. Even for the institutional level one can imagine, for instance, that tax reform in 

1994 will eventually not have the result of strengthening the capacities of the Centre but will 

give a sort of a constitutional and administrative guarantuee of the rights of the provinces.90 But 

1 think that already today the most important consequence is the continuing intensification of 

migration in China. There is an immediate link between macroeconomic cycles, the change of 

relative prices for agricultural inputs and outputs, and the incentives for peasants to leave their 

home. For 1994, the number of people who started to move in search of labour has been 

estimated a 25 million who add to the existing stock of the mobile labour force. Furthermore, as 

compared to former alleged "blind floating" today a large share of the migrants is well

organized, either along informal lines like family ties or through public or semi-public 

organisations.91 The main driving force of this large-scale movement is the relative decline of 

rural incomes since the mid-eighties which in 1993 has led back to a similar degree of 

discrimination as in 1978.92 That means, as compared to the old system of compulsory 

procurement, state planning and administered prices, today a much more complex system of 

exploiting the peasantry for support of the cities has been established (partly without intention) 

and that, notwithstanding, works with the same results as the old command economy. But as 

89 Far Eastem Economic Review, 20 October 1995. On import dependency of China's industry see Xu 
Kangning, ''W 0 guo gongye jinkou yicun du f~" (fhe im~ort de~dency of the industry of our country), 
Zhongguo gongye jingji yannjiu (China Industnal EconoilllCS Studies), No. 7, 1994, pp. 36-40. 

90 This point is Maurice Brousseau's, see China New Analysis, 1 January 1995, P· 8. 
91 Tue figure was quoted in Jingji ribao, 21 January 1995. Recent surveys on migration are e.g .. zhongg~ng 

zhongyang zhengce yanjiu shi nongcun zu (Rural study gr~up of the CC~ sentr~ <?oIDJlllttee Po~1cy 
Research Department), "Guanyu nongcun li kuaqu liudong wenu de. ~hu~u Y~Jlll (Prehilllnary research mto 
the interregional movement ofRural workers, Zhongguo nongcunJl~gjl (Chinese ~ur~ Economy), No.~· 
1994, pp. 3-8, and Luo Yousheng/Liu Jianwen, "Nongcun l~odo~gl1 kuaqu zhuan)'.1: xianzhuang, chengym 
yu duice" (Interregional migration or rural workers: current s1tuaUon, causes and pohcy), Zhongguo nongcun 
jingji (Chinese Rural Economy), No. 8, 1994, pp. 3-10. .. .. . . . 

92 This is the result of a detailed study by the State Statistical Bureau, see GuoJia ~o~gi1 JU nong diao cong_ dm 
keti zu (Study group of the comprehensive ~al surv~y team.of the State Statlstical Bureau)'. Cheng ~an~ 
jumin shouru chaju yanjiu (A study of the mcome differential between urban and rural res1dents), Jmgi1 

yanjiu (Economic Research), No. 12, 1994, PP· 34-45. 

http:organisations.91
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compared with former times the peasants now have a choice, encircling the cities which have 

begun to erects walls by selling out access.93 

Maybe China's true peasant revolution takes place at the end of this century. But the main 

challenge is not directed at the Centre. lf we turn back our view we realize that social change 

and macroeconomic development are closely interlocked with the immense structural diversity 

of China's regions. This diversity is reflected in economic changes as well as in political 

processes. Hence migration affects the interface between the economy and the polity, and 

analytical approaches towards both should try to meet. Then it becomes obvious that the real 

political push will hit the decentralized power structure of the country, which has been called, 

amongst others, "cascade authoritarianism" from the political perspective and "local public 

ownership economy" or "regional corporatism" from the economic point of view. 94 The 

Centre, however, should invest much energy in smoothing the possible fissures, breakdowns 

and ruptures. To my mind, this will not be possible by means of heavy-handed interventionism 

but by building a new constitutional framework and the rule of law. So we are back with our 

basics. 

93 Th · . m &-or 1·nstance with the practice of cities to charge very high fees for city 
ere1s now a growmg conce • 1 '. •. • 1995 

development on people from other places, see Jmgit nbao, 9 January · . . 
94 Th hras „ d th ·tari · "is the Japanese political scientist Amalm Satoshi's, see bis ''kasukeedo 

ka
e p .e cas_ca e akanu on . (Thamsm s1"bili"ty of "cascade authoritarianism"), Seikai (The World), No. 8, 
ta ken'1 shugt" no oosei e pos · hi c · · 1994 "local bl" ership economy" is Fan Gang's express1on, see e.g. s ompetttton 

, pp. 39-45. Tue pu _1c own . nal d l ment in China, in print, D. Cassel/C. Herrmann
between brothers: Problems of divergent regio thevWe opld Eco omy? (Baden-Baden Nomos 1995) and 
Pill h hi A N Gr wth Center of e or n · • • at , eds., C na - ew 0 . . . . 11 Wandel Macht und Inflation in China (Baden-
myself 1 have analyzed regional corporattsm m lnstttuttone er • 
Baden, Nomos, 1991). 
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A. Tables 

Table 1: China 's per-capita GDP according to different estimates 

Jahr BSPoff BSPoff BSPoff World WPT5 Taylor BSPtr BSPppp 
Bank 

1993 current 1993 current 1993 1993 1993 1993 
pnces prices pnces prices priccs prices prices prices 
Yuan US$ US$ US$ US$ US$ US$ US$ 

1978 1007 222,7 503,4 230,0 2531,8 594,2 409,3 610,6 
1979 1088 265,6 539,3 260,0 2673,7 628,7 436,4 651,0 
1980 1133 304,3 544,4 290,0 2878,9 657,2 445,9 665,2 
1981 1165 281,5 456,2 300,0 679,9 456,2 680,6 
1982 1226 272,1 415,6 310,0 729,3 479,5 715,4 
1983 1333 287,5 425,5 300,0 791,5 526,2 785,0 
1984 1531 288,4 410,3 310,0 893,8 604,9 902,5 
1985 1697 277,2 379,6 310,0 3347,3 982,6 668,9 997,8 
1986 in9 263,3 349,7 300,0 1044,l 700,6 1045,2 
1987 1900 279,9 356,9 290,0 1133,8 747,6 1115,3 
1988 1960 343,1 419,8 330,0 3024,5 1231,5 767,3 1144,6 

1989 1860 379,7 442,9 350,0 1265,2 724,2 1080,4 

1990 1967 325,9 361,7 370,0 1299,3 766,5 1143,5 

1991 2145 330,3 351,4 370,0 1385,0 836,3 1247,6 

1992 2401 379,5 390,9 470,0 1555,8 934,9 1394,6 

1993 2663 462,2 462,2 1743,8 1033,8 1542,3 

1994 2907 407,5 399,5 1935,6 1139,7 1700,3 

Quoted or calculated acording to the methods used in: 
BSPoff: GDP according to the State Statistical Y earbook and calculated according to the official 

exchange rate 
World Bank: World Development Report, different issues;. 
WPT5: R. Summers/A. Heston, A New Set of International Comparisons of Real Product and Price 

Levels Estimates for 130 Countries, 1950-1980, Review of Income and Wealth, Vol. 34, pp. 
1-25, and Summers/Heston, The Penn World Table (Mark 5): An Expanded Set of 
International Comparisons, 1950-1988, Quarterly Journal of Economics, 1991, p. 352. 

Taylor: J.R. Taylor, Dollar GNP Estimates for China, CIR .staff Paper No. 59, Center for 
International research, US Bureau of Census, Washington, DC, 1991. 

BSPppp: own calculations of PPP, using Taylor's base year value of absolute PPP and calculating 
US$/RMB relative intlation rates 

BSPtr: own calculations of PPP, taking the 1981 US$/RMB exchange rate as PPP. 

Calculations made by Song Xueming. 



Table 2: Real growth rate of per-caPita GDP Real arowth rate of national income per caplta, erices of 1990, eer cent ca1cu„„„~ -- _ 
!per cent, prices of 1990, calculated according to the State Statistical Yearbook and the Guo min shouru tongjl zlllao huiblan, 1949-85, Zhon Jauo ton1lii chubansne , :.u •• 

current issues of the State Statistical Yearbook 
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1965 1986 1967 1986 1989 1990 1991 1992 

BeiJina -1,5 -0,6 6,9 6,8 1,2 Beiiing 
„ „ „ „ „ 14,6 13,7 -0,2 -1, 1 10,2 6,9 1,0 5,8 13,3 

nanJin -7,1 0,6 0,2 6,5 9,9 nanjin 7,8 7,1 1,1 1,8 5,9 10,5 14,7 3,7 5,7 4,0 0,0 -1,6 2,7 8,6 
Hebel -4,9 3,9 12,2 12,4 18,1 Hebei 6,0 2,8 -1,2 7,6 10,6 13,9 12,1 3,~ _ ___Jl,4 9,7 2,2 -0,7 7,2 12,Q 
Shanxl -2,2 7,1 1,7 10,8 7,1 Shanxl 15,6 -5,0 1,9 16,6 10,4 20,3 7,0 3,0 0,7 6,2 3,0 1,1 1,6 12,0 
Nelmenggu -6,4 7,0 6,0 8,3 11,6 Neimenggu 3,7 -0,6 6,5 17,5 5,9 13,8 fa,9 0,4 4,4 10,4 1,1 4,6 7,0 -~ 
Liaonina -8,6 -1,0 4,8 12,5 20,3 Liaonina 4,2 3,6 -4,9 2,3 11,5 15,0 l_!d 6,7 -·--- 8,4 9,2 1,6 -3,0 4,0 13 6 
Jilin -12,5 0,6 -0,4 11,5 14,8 Jllin 2,6 3,5 3,7 6,0 23,7 11,4 6,8 5,8 14,!!_ _11,7 -5,8 0,8 2,6 11,7 
Heilonallana -2,4 2,2 6,4 5,9 8,7 Heilongjiana 1,0 12,0 -1,7 5,3 9,3 6,9 4,2 7,7 5,0 6,1 2,5 2,7 1,6 3,2 
Shanghal -11,8 -3,9 4,2 12,1 18,1 Shanghai 10,0 3,2 2,7 3,0 5,4 12,2 12,1 2,3 5,5 9,7 2,0 -1,9 7,6 14,2 
Jlanasu -8,4 -0,2 5,7 24,8 16,9 Jianasu 14,0 3,9 8,0 8,4 13,1 17,8 16,1 9._~ ~.o 14,4 -1, 1 1 7 6,5 26,5 
Zheiiana -8,0 4,4 12,8 14,4 15,4 Zheiiana 16,3 14,3 10,5 10,9 5,7 22,2 24,2 12,4 11,4 10,4 -0,5 3,9 15,4 15,5 
Anhul -6,2 -0,8 -8,0 10,3 16,5 Anhui 12,1 4,7 5,8 6,7 6,8 18,6 15,0 9,0 6,~ _6,6 2,7 -0,3 -6,0 20,2 
Fullan -2,7 7,4 14,2 17,9 25,1 Fuiian 3,3 14,1 12,0 5,3 2,2 16,2 16,3 4,5 9,8 14,1 7,1 1,5 13,1 19,9 
Jiangxl -6,9 9,2 5,9 13,3 8,2 Jlangxi 11,8 0,2 3,0 6,3 5,0 10,3 13,2 4,_?_ 8,1 9,2 4,3 0,9 5,8 11,7 
Shandona -5,8 5,4 13,1 15,7 20,7 Shandona 5,6 „ 6,7 6,7 10,2 17,6 9,4 r----6,5 14,1 12,2 2,6 0,9 11,6 16,5 

7,0 
--~ 

Henan -7,3 2,5 14,6 17,0 Henan 8,1 8,6 6,3 0,3 19,5 10,3 -13,7 4,1 __ 13_,1 6,0 2,0 -1,2 5,3 14 3 
Hubei -4,9 4,9 2,0 5,3 7,9 Hubei 15,4 3,8 7,8 8,8 5,9 19 5 15,3 3,Ej 5,0 5,0 0,3 -1 9 2,6 5,1 -
Hunan -9,0 7,1 5,2 4,8 10,2 Hunan 8,3 2,7 3,0 8,3 5,! .____!,1 ~_!Qd ~~~- 4,1 9,3 1,0 1,0 5,5 5,5 
Guanadona -3,8 9,3 17,9 18,4 14,3 Guangdong 4,9 12,3 8,3 7,2 3,6 13,9 17,0 7,~ __ 1~! ________16. 9 4,9 4,6 16,8 19,7 
Guangxl -5,3 8,3 10,6 17,7 11,4 Guangxi 3,9 6,2 5,0 12,~ 2,0 2,5 8,_§_ 6,2 7,4 ------· 2,4 2,3 4,4 9,9 17,8 
Halnan -10,9 3,8 7,7 17,3 26,6 Hainan „ „ * 

„ 
* * * * * * 3,4 4,2 9,1 14,2 

Sichuan -11,0 9,7 7,8 7,2 11,3 Sichuan 11,0 6,9 1,6 7,3 7,8 13,!!_ _1~.~ -~~ ----~- 7,0 0,3 2,4 6,1 9,6 
Gulzhou -7,0 2,9 7,3 5,1 4,6 Guizhou 5,7 1,2 1 ,3 13,6 12,2 17,2 6-c~ __ _§_,_~ --~ 4,8 2,3 0,4 8,3 3,4 

f----

Yunnan -1,4 18,1 4,6 6,8 5,5 Yunnan 1,8 6,0 4,6 12,9 7,1 12,0 10,1 2,0 9,_Q_ --~ 4,1 6,9 4,3 6,2 
Tibet -12,7 8,5 15,2 2,6 -3,2 Tibet * * * * * * __ _!_0,8 __ _:_1__1_,_q - 9,0 __ __M_ 0,8 1,6 10,1 0,4 
Shaanxl -7,3 4,4 6,0 3,0 8,8 Shaanxi 7,7 -5,9 0,0 9,_Q_ 5,2 15,7 14,1 __ . __ 4,9 7,4 9,7 2,0 0,1 7,5 3,9 
Gansu -5,2 0,3 2,7 9,1 1,3 Gansu -1,6 6,1 -11,4 6,7 13,8 11,7 13,7 10,1!_ 3,9 

f---
11,3 6.3 1,2 5,2 8,7 

* * * 
____ ,_ 

Qlnghai -8,7 2,1 1,8 5,2 9,2 Qinghai 8,0 -~ -- 12,7 24,4 6,4 2,4 -~1- -0,9 0,3 1,8 8,0 
1---

Ninaxia -2,2 0,1 3,3 3,8 8,5 Ningxia 2,2 5,5 -3,7 2,3 13,7 1_~ ~__lb_Ei 
__ L_~ 

~-
3,4 9,7 5,7 -1,1 0,9 5,4 

Xlniiana -2,2 4,6 11,8 11,5 9,6 Xinjiang 9,7 5,2 8,8 7_,6 11,5 10,7 14,7 7,3 6,0 9,5 3,6 3,1 11,9 4,9 

--
China -5 0 43 92 11,9 108 China 56 51 3 5 6,7 86 12 4 11 6 65 76 97 1 6 47 62 14 6 



.Jable 3; Real li!rowth rate of labour productivi~ a) industrv b) GDP per emplo)'ee ---- ------ ---- ---·----- c) national income per em >lovee 
rper cent, national income per employee, prices of 1990, calculated accordin~ to per cent, prices of 1990 ---------- --·-------- ~~11t, prices of 199_Q___ ---
the figures in the current issues of the State Statistical Yearbook -->--------·- ---- ,______ __ 

r----·--- r------ ----- --------- ------- ---- -------- --- 1-------

-- ~-- t---------- "----- ---- ··- --~--- --------·------- 1-----1------- --------
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 i991 1992 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 ---1986 ---1957 --1959 ~-;909 1990 1991 1992 --f-- -------- ----- ------- -- ----- ------------~-- ----· f---------- -----·-

----- 1------ ~----·-- ------
~4-:-14 ~:s;a6 --:2,ii --=u1 ~,--fii Belilna ·2,51 3,42 f--- 2,53 ·3,69 -4,34 5,16 17,05 Beijing 2,91 -0,61 12,52 9,26 12,71 ~~}irii==-::: --=3.47 ---5~23 

Tianlln -1,35 4,43 2,68 ·5,12 0,64 -1,44 4,93 Tianiin 1,16 2.3~ -7.04 10,72 ~-=-~:~~ 1---·- Tll!_ni!_~---- --2}4 --4.15 ~:~~ ~-:7;aä _@: ----u; ~[;~ 
Hebel -0,04 5,98 0,48 1,94 3,58 4,85 12,31 Hebei 2,11 1,02 ----,;a3 f---10,60 11,59 Hebei ----,~43 f-- 7,21 --- 2,2!_ ~6:37 __ 5,63 -7,52 10,54 
Shanxl -1,26 -3,71 ·5,00 4,48 ·0,75 7,89 8,32 Shanxi 2,30 2,09 0,52 -1~ ~-;5;50 silanxi-- --- - --=3.46 ----5~ö9 -0,79 --:,;52 8,06 -::;-Ti -·-,0,94 
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Olnahal 5,79 8,89 9,56 2,51 -4,84 -5,60 4;95 Qjnghai -0.40 0,75 1,98 4,63 ---7:79 QJ~iihai. - - 1:;0 -- 2,48 ---7~:f2 -7,05 -0,86 ·2,90 6,92 
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China ·2 12 14 79 1 96 0,00 2 25 809 15 02 China 216 1,27 
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Beljing _ --'.=J~&~-32,Q]_=38,11 36,46 37,15 44,~--- Beijing ____ --~? ____ _?~1 ____ ~!!~ ___ lQ?L_ 1 ~lQ _ J ?Q§ 1406 1750 __ !!!§_~ -~~?_ --~~?__? 
:nanjin __ 34,12 30,11 29!46 38,43 42,41 35,50 Tianjin 501 609 826 878 937 1055 992 1006 1424 1896 2046 
Hebel 35,73 28,61 22,21 25,68 27]727,42 Hebel --118 ---,57-- 264 - --235-----313 413 364 296--397 --si3 679 
Shanx-1 --->- 36,92 30,08 30,25 33,80 -31,42 35,62- Shanxi --f--174--255 ---337- -:356 ---395 -- 383 -----377---416 -----495 546 764 
Nelmenggu ---zs,0~~1,6?~ 22,67 28,28 36,63 41,45 Neim_eng __ ,_147-204~----255-- -228 250 -- 282 -----263 ____ '.fö1,_ ____ 416 --627 --904 
Llaonl~ 32,84 27,22 26,98 29,39 33,21 35,24 Liaoning 198 ___ 263 377 476 579 706 647 656 790 1072 1577 
Jllln 27,74 22,22 23,74 26,88 29,39 34,59 Jilin 133 --185 273 - - 282 334 394 -- -335 ---377 ---454 ---598------gQä 
Heilon~_a__- 31,58 27,05 25,66 25,92 28,54 29,45 Heilongjiang 209 -257t---337 370 ----410-- 452t-----449----46o>--53o ___ 677 ___ 871 
Shanghal 43,05 35,06 30,50 30,12 33,44 30,45 Shanghai 639 -~4 974--1149 ---i482 -2ö92-19o8--169-5192BZG46 3410 
Jiangsu 33,62 26,42 27,47 31,01 37,43 34,61 Jlangsu -------,yo----209 ____ 242----377----499----586--496-533--6SS~-107l--136a 
Zheliang 32,18 26,94 30,82 33,04 36,36 42,56 Zhejiang 111 --,-S3 262,__ ____ 320 --450----552--sös --6i8,___ __ 774-fö47 1693 
Anhul 28,96 19,47 20,64 22,51 26,07 28,15 Anhul 91-iZo 156 _____ 191 ---2ff 253-Z04 ___ 220--z35--324--W 
FU]ian 26,41 _ 21,10 23,30 23,75 27,61 19,97 Fujian 100 128---203-----218 ----278~-3-22---303-357--430 624 652 
Jlangxl 24,88 20, 17 16,94 19,75 22,20 26,26 Jiangxi 86 104 126 ---148 165 ~-220 --198- 186 235 317 464 
Shandong 48,66 27,96 25, 13 28,06 30, 18 29,01 Shando~ 124 1 82 121 ----287 ---374 - -459 -413--394>--514---S-94 ----goa 
Henan 28,64 22,72 23,18 25,82 25,58 28,21 Henan 8Ö 114 --164--260 ----204 -255 --228--Z40~Z93 - 350 499 ~ 
Hubei 25,33 17,56 17,98 18,04 24,43 27,50 Hubei 117--153---205---205 ---264 --300-23;r--262>--281~9e--632 t..:i 
Hunan 24,29 17,43 17,13 19,90 25,48 25,11 Hunan 88 --97 144,_ __ 166--199 ___ 241-186 196 252--374~74 
Guangdong 36,66 29,12 27,63 28,45 40,92 37,27 Guangdo~ 156 ---222~315~61 ---435 -679--633 ____ 6_4_ö,___787-1-43i 1818 
Guangxi 25,93 19,12 17,46 19,79 24,50 28,08 Gua~i ~--59 -----74 --109--140 ----166 ---189 ----,s;- 161 ,___ 208 320-- 498 
Hainan 28,27 33,38 4-1,27 41,02 61,40 55,92 Hainan --- ----- --- - -------------- ----- --- --337---453r--594f-66i -1261 1799 
Slchuan 25,60 22,20 -----;-9,38 22,69 26,93 27,96 Sichuan 68 -- 9-6 142 ---lSO 185 ---217 ---207 ---206e--2571--- 365 --493 
Guizhou 24,08 16,52 17,92 10,11 20,65 24,48 Guizhou___ 59 ia---1-11- 103 111 ----,-59 123--139~-1S8~04--z93 
Yunnan 28,21 22,35 20,84 24,71 29,08 38,78 Yunnan 69 ---99 142 169 ____ 168 --21Tf--- 193 221 ~283,___387-~ 
Tibet 38,05 32,02 39,22 48,21 43,84 49,09 Tibet 105 -2so --355 ---230 329 ---371r--mf-- 436 639 635 796 
Shaanxi 32,41 27,51 26,99 27,54 26,94 81,-63~ Shaanxi 101 -----,33 --196 206 -- 253 ---284r---293 305 353 391 1458 
Gansu 28,51 21,31 23,99 25,48 27,79 27,01 --c;ans;:;---------aa 114--lG0 ___ 18T ___ 2ö9 ___ Z56f--213 249 285 363 412 
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China 3215 2621 2516 27,75 3283 3469 China 389 476 670 917 
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Table 6: Share of FDI in total investment by domestic investors 
per cent, calculated according to the current issues of the State -St~tisti~lYearb~-----

! 
r-----+------,1-------+-----"-I _______ ·--- _._ _______ L__ --------

1 1 r--------t--~-::-:--=--lf-----+---_;___ _____________ --- --- -----------~-----
1 988 1 989 1 990 ! 1 991 

r-------r--------1-----+----~---
1992 19931 1993* 

r---c:----+-------1----f----~I---- i 
.--B_e~iji_ng~_-+-_1_1-'-,_52--+------'8,'--2_5-+---__ 6_:_,9_9_1 

____ 6 __ ,~o:_ 7j3~----,-0,10~---,5~6ä 
r-T-:--ia-=-n~1in __ -+-__ 2-'-,5_7-+------'1,'--3_9+---__ 2-'-,0_0_1 

__ 5:=-'-'4? _______ }_,41 _______ 18,58! 27,73 
r-H-,-e_be_i __ +---__ o:__,3_0+-__ o_:_, 7_7+1 __ 1_,_, 1-'-7~ 1 _,_2_2_ 1 , 94 ___ 5, 3 2 ! _ _2_~-~ 
r-S_ha_n_x_i ---+---0'--,2_3+--__ 0_:_,3_5-+---__ 0_:_, 1_4_' _ 0, 1 4 1, 82 2, 1 7 3, 2 3 
Neimenggu 0,40 0,29 0, 78: -Ö~lO- 0,21 · - 2,44 3:Efä 
r---~=---t-------'--f------"-----+----'----- - - ------+---·----------

.--L_ia_o_n_in=g--+-__ 1-'-,8_2--+------'1,_8_9+--__ 4_:_,7_3-'-; __ 6_, 12 6,61 ~- _ 1_1_!_57 ~---l_~_,_2_6 
r-J_ili_n __ --+-__ o'--,3_9-+---__ o_:_,4_7-+---__ o_._,_ 9 __ 0_~' __ _ 1 , 48 2, 7 5. _ 6,82 1o,1 9 
r-H-,-e_ilo_n_,,9J"--·ia_n-'"g'+-1 __ 1-'-,6_4-+-----'1,'--3_7+---__ o_:_,8_3_1 _____ 0,59 1,63. 4,2_? ~--- _ 6,30 
r-S_ha_n~g'--h_ai_+--__ 3'--,2_9+--__ 6_:_, 5_1-+-----3-'-, 6_7_; __ 2, 99 7, 64 __ _ }_9,_?~~- _ ?9, ()5 

1
_J_ia_n=gs_u_---+-__ 1-'-,2_4-+------'1,'--4_7+---__ 1_:_,7_7~i ___ 2-'-,5_9 ___ J_(),_~Q~ ___ l?'~l. ____ 2_~.-~5_ 
.--z_h~ej~ia_n=g--+-__ o-'-, 7_1--+-__ o--','---9_6-+---__ o_:_, 9_1_1 

__ 1-'-,5_4_, ____ -~_!~--~23_1 -~·-~8-
Anhui 0,76 0,30 0,52! 0,42' 1,59 5,381 8,04 

1-F-uJ-·ia-n---+-,--5-'-,8-9-+---14--','--9-1+----1-4-'-,1-o-'-1--1-8-'-,9-3-,-----·40~2-.--80~6~-,-z-0,39-

Jiangxi 0,42 0,47 0,51 i 1,14 1 4,44 6,51' 9,72 
r-S-:--h-an~d-o-ng-+----o'--,9-0-+-----1'--.8-3-+-----2-'-,6-5+1--2-'-, 6-2: 9,2 6: 13, 77-:---Zo, 5G 

- --
Henan 1,16 0,92 0,26 0,791 0,941 3,93: 5,87 
Hubei 0,53 0,88 1,071 1,601 4,57, 8, 72 ! 13,02 
Hunan 0,34 0,78 0,56 0,87! 3,12i 8,42i 12,57 
Guangdong 11,56 13,04 18,61 20,41! 21,75! 36,22: 54,06 
i----~~~-t---~----1----'--'--+----'----+-------'-__,'--

G u an g xi 1,00 2,99 ! 2,491 1,891 7, 16 i 23,031 34,38 
Hainan 20,62 12,33 12,571 21,25i 28,67! 32,36! 48,29 
Sichuan 0,65 0,22 0,52 1,481 1,54i 6,011 8,97 
Guizhou 0,74 1,24 1,11 1,431 1,59J 2,47i 3,69 
Yunnan 2,08 0,42 0,43 O, 17 ! 1 ,07 i 2, 18 i 3,25 
Tibet 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,00 j 0,001 0,00 0,00 
Shaanxi 4,66 3,91 2,24 1,42 i 1,89 I 2,69 4,02 
Gansu 0,16 0,09 0,111 0,391 0,02/ 0,71 1 1,06 
Qinghai 0,38 0,00 0,00 0,00) 0,121 0,41 ! 0,61 
Ningxia 0,07 0,00 0,06 0,04i 0,061 1,581 2,36 
Xinjiang 1 0,26 I 0,04 0,29 0,01 i 0,00 i 1,22 i 1,81 

1 1 i 1 1 

China 2,64 3,09 3,75 4,22! 7,73i 14,581 21,76 
1 

1 

FDI calculated in RMB, figures for 1993 are calculated with the official exchange rate l 

and with the exchange rate of 1 January 1994 (asterisk) ' 1 



Table 7: Share of agricultural employment in total social employment 

per cent, current issues of the State Statistical Yearbook -~--=~=--~- =~--===-= ---1 
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

-----'-~--+-------f--------+-----"--"-~ ------- ------------- ------ ------ !------------ ------·----· 

--------1-- ---+--------+-------+------------ --------·---·- -----· --------·--·- ---------------!...--------·-· 

,______ _______ -· ---~----- --- -~--------·--

Beijing 15,7 14,6 14,2 13,4 13,7 12,8 12,2 11,2 11,1 
~~r:i_ __ = 20,7 19,9 19,4 18,9 19,4- -----,9~4- 19,1 18,6 18~1 
Hebei 62,4 60,7 58,3 5-7,2 58;2 _____ 5_8,ä _______ s9;2 ____ 58,3 ____ 56,9 
shanXi-- 4i;G--~,-f--- 4?,8 45,4 -----46,2 -----46~7 --------46,7 ----4-s.5------45;-,-
!"liimen99u- 55,0 53,6 52,4 51 ,3 -----5-,--,5 ------51~6 ---- --52,ö -------50~6----so;i 
_!-:iaoning 33,3 33,0 31,9 3f~ ------31] _______ 32~ö-------3.z;4 ------:31~3 --36;5 
Jilin 43,4 43,8 43,4 44,6 45] _____ 4K6 ______ 46,1 ~------- 46,2 45,~ 

Heilongjiang 33,1 32,4 31,6 30,6 32,0 -----32~4 -- --3-z~ä- 31,6 31,6 
Shanghai 14,5 12,6 11 ,4 1 o;-3 _____ 16] ------ -----9~8 ---------- 9~0 ------- _ 8,6 8,5 
Jiangsu 50,2 47,5 45,6 44,7-------.rn~- ----- 46;5 -- --- - --46;8 - ---------45,4 4-3~4 

Zhejiang 54,4 53,3 51 ,9 50,7 ---52~2 ----- -- -52~6 ---- -52;0 -- ---------sto _____ 46--6 
Anhui _________ 70,9 70,1 68,3 67,3---------57~9----------68~6-- -68,1 ----66;8- 63'.a 
Fu}ian ______ .___________ ___ GQ,1-- 59,3 58,5 57~7 --------57;s - -- - -57;2 56,7 - -.ss.2 - 53 1 
Jiangxi 64,5 6~,6 64,2 62,8 --------64~ - -- - -63;9 - 63,3 -60,7~------55--'-7-
Shandong -~-=:__ ___ 65,0~ 62,9 61,5 -66~2 ~==:=-=:--§6,ß ---- - 60,6 61,4 --59,6 ____ 58~1 
Henan 72,0 70,2 68,3 67,3 67,G -- --67;9 -- 68,2 67,2~------64 8 
Hubei 57,~~ 57,2 56,8 ~~~~ ~=~=~~ ~7~3 S7,7 58,1 -56-;6~-------54~5 
Hunan 72,7 68,7 69,8 _ _§~z ________ Jl,9 71,0 70,2 -67;8- --------64;5 
Gua__11gdo~~ --~-'! -= _____ 55!0 52,7 5_~!Q _____ ~o.~ 49,8 -48,0 45,4 ------;fz-.-i 
Guangxi 78,8 77,9 76,7 75,7 ___ _ 75,7 75,4 - 74,5 --- - --72;3 ---------69-f 

~~==--==-=-*1=~=-- 7~~~ _---7~~==- -~~~~~~~=~=-~=]~~ -~ --~{~ --~~-:;-- ~=:-~~~:~-=------=~=~~~~ 
Guizhou 78,7 75,3 77,2 77,6 77,8 _ -- _ 77,8 __ - -77;7 -- --- ---77,6 -------774 
Yunnan 76,6 ---76;-s 76,4 76,6 -------76,9 - - - - 77~0 - - - -76~9 -------76,6----763 
ribet----~--79:-z-C-----78~9- 78,7 ______ 78,6 -----~QJ--~=---==z~I =~-:-==~--t~~4-------7a,4~--7~6 
Shaanxi 63,5 61,9 _ 61,0 62,~'-----§~~--------_§_~~§ ______ 62,6 62,~ ____ 6~ 
Gansu 61,7 60,1 62,4 64,1 ____ §1~l, _________ __§~!_1 ______ 63,2 62,6 60,0 
Qinghai 57,9 56,1 56,3 56,6 58,0 _ _ 58,0 58,2 58,8 58 5 
Ningxia 61,2 60,3 59,1 58,6 ---58~2 - ---- -58,9 --- ------59,o ----- 58,5 58

1

3 
x~---- ---------48~7 -------45~.z-------44,9 ~-==-4'!I_~---=~=:=i4,7 -==~=~=-4~~4:=---=-~3.f! =-=----42,9 43'. 1 

China ____ ------ 60,9 ------59-;4 ________ 58;5 ----------57;9 ---- --- -58-,6 --- --- ---58~8 --------- 58,6 ---- 57,3 55,2 
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Figure 2: Initial per capita income and growth rate of the 
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